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Hilti Cut Assist

SMART TECHNOLOGY
FOR HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY.

Diamond coring and sawing just got easier with Cut Assist automated technology.
Featuring intuitive operation and a fault diagnostic system, Cut Assist gives you full
control of the job at hand. Simply enter a few parameters such as cutting depth or
drilling diameter and press the start button. Finish other tasks at a safe distance while
Cut Assist helps your tool take on a variety of demanding applications all on its own.
With Cut Assist as your virtual assistant, you’ll never have to work alone.
Hilti Corporation I 9494 Schaan I Liechtenstein I www.hilti.com
Hilti. Outperform. Outlast.
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WELCOME TO A NEW LEV

New grinding
head

New digital control
panel & remote

The completely dustproof,
hermetically sealed design of the
totally new grinding head, increases
the service life of all components,
while increasing grinding precision.

The HTC DURATIQ is here to reveal
the future with an entirely new, intuitive
and smart digital control panel and an
equally smart remote control unit.

World class engineering.

The difference is like driving a car with
or without a dashboard.

100

>

NEW FEATURES

VEL OF FLOOR GRINDING.

www.htc-floorsystems.com

Maximized synergies
The AirFlow™ technology has been further
developed into a system that handles airflows
in a controlled manner. This provides improved
dust collection and cools the diamond tools
during grinding. Along with a new Mist Cooler
System™, MCS, you achieve both optimal
grinding effect and service life for your
HTC Original Diamond Tools.

TWO SIZES.

28 CONFIGURATIONS.
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.
WELCOME TO EXPLORE

Words from the IACDS President

America
Wanted
a Change
Dear Reader
Here on this side of the pond we ask ourselves how was it possible for Donald J
Trump to win the US presidency? Days before the election, and even as late as
the voting day, most polls indicated that Hillary Clinton would win, albeit with
a rather narrow majority. But many have argued that Trump managed to mobilize
the grey mass of Americans who do not normally vote. This time they went to
the poles and the reason was that they wanted a change.
A change with Clinton in power would not happen was probably their assessment. But still almost 50% of Americans did not vote this time. For Swedes,
like me, it is almost inconceivable that a controversial businessman and soap
opera personality can be a country’s top leader. Many made the same assessment
when Ronald Reagan became president and even when Arnold Schwarzenegger
managed to get elected governor of California. But perhaps that is something we
will have to get used to in Sweden and even in the rest of Europe, who knows.
How Trump managed to get elected, despite the crude statements he made
during the election campaign, is striking for us Swedes. But in the US, anything
is possible and is perhaps also a form of freshness. But for anyone to venture
into politics and offend people the way Trump did many consider a real danger.
However, our society and our world concern everybody, as we all live in it. And
if we are not satisfied with things, it is one’s right to work for a change. Donald
Trump has proven that it is indeed possible, even though he is not a professional
politician, whatever that is? But now that Trump has reached the presidency he
also needs to deliver what he promised in order to make America great again. And
that will probably be far more difficult than reaching the presidency.
One should also not forget that Trump is a businessman and not a politician. And as the smart businessman he is Trump detected an unsatisfied group
with special needs. He tailored his campaign and rhetoric to satisfy this need
in a seamless and brutal winning way. We should also remember that he also
did it with far fewer resources than Hillary Clinton. Now the sales pitch is over,
especially noticeable in his victory speech, he was humble and even made a small
tribute to Hillary Clinton. What the world has seen and especially Americans is a
remarkably chilling and brutal lesson in marketing and the art of leading a target
group that for various reasons felt left out and mistreated. The only question is
whether Trump really has understood what forces he has unleashed...

Jan Hermansson
Editor-in-Chief
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Collaboration
is the Key!
The great philosopher known as Vanilla Ice
told us in 1990 in his worldwide smash
hit single to ‘collaborate and listen.’ That
might be the one and only time that I
quote a rapper in my column, but when
it comes to our industry the ‘Ice Ice Baby’
artist was on to something.
Working together, listening to one
another and finding solutions for our
industry in collaboration, has to be the
future for construction and all of its
specialisms. We cannot pretend it is easy.
It is a competitive world and we are all
fighting for our piece of the action when
it comes to winning new contracts and
keeping clients happy.
But if we want to improve, if we want
to build for the future and drive efficiency
and advances in technology, it has to be
done collaboratively, not in isolation. I
liken it to D-Drill’s commitment to bringing through apprentices. It is something
we have done for many years and I, like
my father before me, am a big believer in
growing our own and supporting the next
generation of talent.
I’ve often been told that I am wasting
my time, that others will come and take
my staff away after we have trained them
and, therefore, all that time and effort that
we have put in is merely making it easier
for another company. But if everyone takes
that attitude, the talent pool will dry up
and the industry will die. So while we are
all in competition, we have to look at the
bigger picture and at the same time as
driving our own companies forward, drive
the industry forward too.
In the UK, the whole of the construction industry has, essentially, joined
forces. Build UK has broken new ground
in bringing together main contractors and
leading trade associations to work collaboratively and speak with one voice. That
means over 11,500 specialist contractors
all working together with the big boys with
the sole aim of bringing about improvements that will benefit all of us by making
the supply chain a partnership.
Rather than having disparate groups
all asking for the same thing, or worse,
different things, we can speak with one
voice and tell the Government what we
need to facilitate the growth of our sector.
New clients are joining all the time
because they can see that this is an honest, grown up conversation and a genuine
approach to bringing about better returns
across the supply chain.

The association itself, just like those
we belong to around the world, is not
the answer on its own, because it needs
company buy-in and that comes when
everyone can see that this is not a piein-the-sky pipe dream, but a very real
way of delivering improvements to the
bottom line.
When I speak to other people in the
construction industry in the UK, we feel
like we are making good progress, but we
realise that this will never be an issue that
is solved, it will always need more work.
And, in writing this column, I am
delighted to say that what is happening in
my homeland is not isolated, the industry
around the world is getting its act together
when it comes to collaboration.
In Sweden, the demolition and
decontamination association has merged
with the sawing and drilling association
and, in France too, an association also
brings together all of these disciplines.
They do great work together and even
have separate chapters for each trade. By
recognising that they are all different,
but also by pulling them together, it has
brought about very interesting events and
agreements and has brought additional
value to everyone involved.
In Spain, the three trades of decontamination, demolition and drilling and
sawing work together and, despite the
economic climate of recent years, they
support each other well.
In Finland and Germany too, collaboration is happening and it is working.
As I said, there has to be a sense of
realism, our trades are all different and all
of the companies within those trades have
their own nuances. There will always be
competition and I do not think we can
ever get to a point where we can say we
collaborate 100%.
But the reality is that working together makes us stronger and what we
have in common far outweighs our differences and we should remember that as
we look to move the whole industry onto
the next level.
And if you have got a problem, you
will solve it.
Okay, that last line is Vanilla Ice
again, but you will know exactly what
I mean.
Thank you for reading.
Julie White, President of IACDS

EDA
Words from the EDA President

What an
incredible
six months!
Since my election as president of the
European Demolition Association in
June 2016, we have seen the UK vote to
leave the European Union, the summer
Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, North Korea
conduct its biggest nuclear test, and the
election of Donald Trump to the White
House.
The world that we live in is sometimes
difficult to understand.
Thankfully the publication of the
EDA’s Industry Report, 2016, is now
available to at least help make sense of
the world of demolition. The 400 page
report includes detailed information about
demolition industry trends, forecasts and
survey data on how EDA members view
the key topics that effect demolition markets across Europe.
I am very grateful to the EDA’s Statistics Working Group, led by Deutscher
Abbruchverband general manager Andreas
Pocha, for all their hard work and analysis
of the data, to produce such an excellent
reference document for the demolition
industry. Copies can be ordered from the
EDA website: www.europeandemolition.
org/industryreport
The Industry Report was first presented at the EDA Think Tank held in
Brussels at the end of October. The Think
Tank was hosted by the Belgian Demolition Association CASO, and was an opportunity for members to look ahead to
the next 10 years. Many important and
interesting topics were discussed, such as
demolition techniques and methods for
the future, equipment needs in the years
to come, and how to handle and deal with
composite waste materials.
Hot off the press, following our Think
Tank, has been the release of the EU Construction and Demolition Waste Protocol,
which was published early in November.
Not only did the EDA contribute to
this document, but the EDA will also be
analysing the content to ensure members
are fully aware of the protocols directives.
In keeping with our theme to look
ahead, I would like to extend an invitation
to all of the demolition Industry to attend
our forthcoming DDR Expo. This is the
first European Trade Fair dedicated to demolition, decontamination and recycling.
The three day event will showcase all the
latest plant, equipment and attachments
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used by the demolition, decontamination and recycling industries, with many
exhibitors taking advantage of the early
bird rates and registering before the 21st
December, 2016.
I am delighted that interest in DDR
Expo from both exhibitors and key industry decision makers is so high, and I look
forward to seeing you in Brussels on 14th
to 16th June 2017. For more information
and to register please visit the dedicated
DDR website; www.ddrexpo.com
And finally, I would like to welcome
the new Serbian Demolition Association
as the latest National Association to join
the EDA. We look forward to your continued participation at EDA meetings and
we wish you best wishes and support for
your new Association.
About EDA
The EDA was founded in 1978 and is the leading platform for national demolition associations, demolition
contractors and suppliers. The EDA has a strong focus
on developments in Europe, which are of interest to
the demolition industry.

info@europeandemolition.org
www.europeandemolition.org

MB Crusher showcase in Dubai

MB Crusher is a leading attachment specialist,
providing materials processing equipment to
the recycling, demolition, construction, landscaping and waste management industries.
Crushing and screening buckets, drum cutters
and grapples are available in a complete range,
suitable for all kind of excavators and loaders.
The company will be showing their crushing and screening buckets at The Big5 Dubai

Conference on industrial plant deactivation
The 2nd annual T.A. Cook conference ‘Decommissioning and Demolition of Industrial Plants
201’ will take place on 17th to 18th January
2017 in Berlin, Germany. Focusing on the
planning and managing industrial plant deactivation, it will provide a platform for industry
peers to meet and discuss current developments and give a prospective market outlook.
Participants will be better able to decide on
what and how to dismantle and or demolish,
the legal requirements for management and

practice approved strategies for a sustainable
and cost efficient decommissioning process.
The event is primarily aimed at German
speaking executives from the process and
manufacturing industry as well as service
providers specialised in decommissioning.
Focused on learning, discussion and networking, participants will have the opportunity to
meet experts, benchmark with peers from
different industry sectors and capitalise on
the knowledge and experiences of others.

Greatly missed
On 29 September, Owe Persson, one of the
big names in the Swedish and Scandinavian
concrete sawing and drilling industry sadly
passed away. Owe meant a great deal to the
concrete cutting world, not only in Scandinavia, but also professionals in Europe and
other parts of the world. Owe was one of the
founding fathers of the Swedish concrete
cutting industry. He was there from the start
introducing foreign brands and his own
products onto the market.
Owe started working in the Swedish
construction industry during the 1960s,
initially as the first concrete cutter in the

William Sinclair
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construction equipment exhibition in the
United Arab Emirates on 21 to 24 November.
New products unveiled at the last Bauma will
also be on show to the Arabian market for
the first time. This includes the new hydraulic
drum cutter MB-R800 and the MB-LS220, the
first screening bucket designed specifically
for owners of loaders and backhoe loaders
from 12t to 35t.

Owe Persson 1945-2016

Gothenburg region. At that time there was
no actual concrete cutting equipment. Instead
Owe used a Pixie motor from Black and
Decker for core drilling. Owe told colleagues
that he considered the first ever hole drilled
in concrete with a diamond tool was carried
out in 1958. The contractor, Ove Mårthen,
used a rock drill with same the thread as the
Pixie machine to drill the hole.
Owe Persson knew the industry from
1969 when he started his first concrete cutting firm in Gothenburg and continued with
other branches throughout Sweden. In 1971
he formed the manufacturer Dimas with Curt
Sundqvist and Dimas is now part of Husqvarna
Construction Products.
During the last 30 years he has developed
numerous tools and machines for concrete
cutting, demolition and construction work
through his company Jerneviken Maskin. He
also had his own diamond tool manufacturing
operation and Jerneviken Maskin was the first
to start manufacturing diamond blades with
positioned diamonds in Sweden. For several
years Owe was also part owner of the German
company Dr Bender.
The passing of Owe Persson leaves a big
emptiness in the concrete cutting industry. He
will be greatly missed and our condolences
go to his family. Owe Persson was buried in
Lerum Church in Gothenburg on 28 October.

Case agrees miniexcavator relationship with Hyundai
Case Construction Equipment has agreed with
Hyundai Heavy Industries the production and
development of mini-excavators up to 5t at its
plant in San Mauro, Italy. The 10 year agreement, with the option for renewal, applies
globally, excluding South Korea.
In a first phase, Case will launch a new
range of mini excavators to be extended over
time and be designed in collaboration with
Hyundai. The scope of the mini-excavator
product range will eventually run to 6t. The
styling, quality finishing, controls and cab
layout, will be consistent with all the machines
in the Case product line, so operators will be
familiar with the new models.
“This agreement is the latest step in our
strategy to strengthen the Case brand, consolidate its position in the markets and secure
its long-term future,” said CNH Industrial
Construction Equipment for Europe, Africa and
the Middle East vice president Andy Blandford.
“It follows the new agreement we signed with
Sumitomo for crawler excavators and the redevelopment and rebranding of the San Mauro
and Lecce plants to create the Case European
excavator and wheeled equipment Hubs.”

CDE Global participate in waste research project RE4
In September the washing equipment provider
CDE attended the first meeting of the EU
funded RE4 Project in Brindisi, Italy.
Over the next three and a half years,
CDE will contribute to the project to develop
new technologies to increase the reuse and
recycling of construction and demolition waste
material in energy efficient prefabricated
elements, for building refurbishment and
construction.
“To be involved in the first Horizon 2020
funded research project in this area is an
exciting prospect and a great opportunity to
make significant advancements in reducing
the environmental impact of construction
and demolition activities,” said CDE head of
engineering Sean Kerr.
CDE has delivered over 30 turnkey wet
processing recycling projects for construction and demolition throughout UK, Europe,
Scandinavia, South America and India. CDE
has been working in the construction and
demolition waste recycling sector for over
14 years and has developed technology that
ensures the production of the highest value
recycled sand and aggregates.
Adapting to customer needs, these
projects process between 80t/h and 300t/h
each and combined divert more than 6Mt
of construction and demolition waste from
landfill each year. In Norway CDE also delivered the world’s largest wet processing waste
recycling for construction and demolition,
which processes 300t/h.
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ATLAS COPCO NOMINATED COMMUNICATION COMPETITION
Atlas Copco’s underground rock excavation
division has been nominated in two categories in Sweden’s communication competition
100-wattaren. “This is confirmation on the
work we have done during this and last year,”
said Atlas Copco global communication and
brand manager Hanna Knutsson.
The competition 100-wattaren is the most
prestigious communication competition in
Sweden. The underground rock excavation
division has been nominated for the campaign

‘Simba S7 trick shot – experience game
changing precision’ in the categories B2B
and International. The campaign features a
Simba S7 performing the pool trick shot ‘butterfly’ 42m below Atlas Copco’s headquarters
outside Stockholm, Sweden and was shot in
one take to show its authenticity.
The butterfly shot is one of the hardest
to perform, and requires a high level of precision. The objective is to pocket six balls in six
pockets with one stroke of the cue.

“The launch was special for us in two
ways,” said Knutsson. “We had the chance
to show a machine we’re proud of, but also
to take the opportunity to do it in a new way.
With the right communication we can trigger
the emotional aspect of a purchase.”
“The winning concept is the combination
of the RCS control system, the integrated
angle instrument and the automated software
options,” said Simba S7 product manager
Mikael Larslin.

Hilti increase sales and profit
The Hilti Group sales were up 6.6% in local
currencies in the first eight months of the
current financial year. An increase in the
operating result of 12.6% and net income of
20.8% were above the previous year’s values.
Group sales in Swiss Francs were up
7.3% year-on-year to reach CHF3,049M
(€2,830M). Growth was reduced by the
divestment of the US solar company Unirac
in April. Excluding this effect, sales were up
7.8% in local currencies and 8.5% in Swiss
Francs. “The positive sales curve shows that
our Champion 2020 corporate strategy is
bearing fruit. We succeeded in using the
momentum in many regions and are satisfied with the current year,” said Hilti chief
executive Christoph Loos.
Overall, sales growth was positive in
the company’s market regions. In Europe,
Hilti generated a sales increase of 7.3% in
local currencies while North America posted
continued double digit growth thanks to
high-level activity in the construction sector.
Eastern Europe/Middle East/Africa were up
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6.7% and Asia/Pacific 3.3%. However, Hilti
was not immune to the economic and political uncertainties as well as the exchange
rate fluctuations in Latin America, with sales
declining by 5.7% year-on-year.
Thanks to productivity gains achieved
mostly in procurement and production, return
on sales increased 12.1%. Return on capital
employed grew 21.2%. Altogether, the operating result was up 12.6% to CHF369M
(€343M), while net income grew by 20.8%
to CHF289M (€268M). This drive helped
finance continuing high levels of investments
in strategic growth initiatives, additional
sales resources as well as research and development without declines in profitability.
Total headcount was up 6.2% to 24,190
employees over the previous year. Research
and development spend increased by 17.8%
to CHF179M (€166M) year-on-year.
“We are well on track and confidant
that we will continue our accelerated
growth rate while maintaining our current
level of profitability,” said Loos.

Case appoints new president
Case Construction Equipment has appointed
Carl Gustaf Göransson as president of CNH
Industrial Construction Equipment and
Construction Equipment Products Segment.
He will also become a member of the Group
executive council, the highest executive
decision making body within CNH Industrial
outside of its Board of Directors.
Göransson takes over these roles from
CNH Industrial chief executive Richard Tobin,
who has been managing the company’s
construction equipment businesses on an
interim basis.
Göransson joins CNH Industrial with more
than 25 of years experience in the construction equipment industry, in roles within Volvo
Construction Equipment and most recently
Cargotec Corporation, where he served as
senior vice president sales, markets and
services for the Hiab brand.

SPRING-LOADED WITH
NEW SMART FEATURES
Easy to start with digital
ignition

Steplessly adjustable
magnesium blade guard

Class-leading powerto-weight ratio

SmartTension ensures optimal
belt tensioning

155 mm cutting depth
with 400 mm blade

Nothing is so good that it can’t be improved. This is why we’re launching the third generation of the
Husqvarna K 970, our user-friendly and reliable all-round petrol power cutter. It handles all jobs even more
efficiently, with class-leading cutting depth and power-to-weight ratio. The new SmartTension spring-loaded
system ensures optimal belt tensioning for maximum belt life, while digital ignition makes starting very easy.
And now you get a full 155 mm cutting depth from a 400 mm blade.
Husqvarna K 970 generation 3 is also available as chain cutter, ring cutter and rescue cutter.
Read more on husqvarnacp.com or contact your local Husqvarna Center.

NEW!
Husqvarna K 970
Displacement (cc)
Power output (kW)
Weight (kg)
Blade (mm)
Max. cutting depth (mm)

www.husqvarnacp.com
Copyright © 2016 Husqvarna AB (publ.) All rights reserved. Husqvarna is a registered trademark of Husqvarna AB (publ.)

98
4.8
11/11.7
350/400
155

Innovation Medal for
Atlas Copco’s pneumatic
breaker RTEX

Yanmar acquires Terex Compact Germany
Yanmar Holdings has acquired the Terex
Compact Germany construction machinery
business in Europe, formerly owned by Terex
Corporation, for $60M (€54M).
The acquisition includes the Terex Corporation businesses carrying out the production
and sale of wheel loaders, excavators and
wheeled excavators, as well as the production,
sales and development facilities in Crailsheim,
Germany, and parts distribution centre in
Rothenburg, Germany. This acquisition will
expand the sales and service networks of
both companies in Europe and North America.
In addition, the application of the product
development and production knowledge of
both companies has also enabled Yanmar to
expand its product lines. This in turn will allow
Yanmar to increase its current approximately

Yen30bn in overseas construction business
sales to approximately Yen80bn in 2020.
Yanmar also plans to expand its business to
approximately Yen130bn in the mid-term for
the construction business of the entire Yanmar
Group, and to continue to develop business
in the small and medium sized construction
machinery market.
“We have concluded an agreement for
the acquisition of Terex Compact Germany,
which possesses a strong Europe-based sales
network and an excellent quality family of
products, including the distinguished German
Schaeff series, in a move aimed at expanding the Yanmar Group’s small-to-medium
sized construction machinery business,” said
Yanmar Group president Takehito Yamaoka.
“This will significantly expand the Yanmar

Group’s small and medium sized construction machinery portfolio. I am certain that
the conclusion of this agreement will lead
to significant growth for the Yanmar Group’s
construction machinery business.”
“It is a great honour to be the most
recent member of the Yanmar family,” said
Terex Compact Germany general manager
Peter Hirschel. “To have a strong parent company with Yanmar with long-term growth
expectations is an outstanding situation
for the Compact Germany business in our
competitive market. We expect together with
Yanmar to have a very interesting, complete
and competitive product portfolio and an
excellent dealer network. From our strong
market position all customers, dealers, team
members and the company will benefit.”

TREVI BENNE DELIVERS RECORD ORDER
TO CNH INDUSTRIAL
The Italian company Trevi Benne has delivered
32 buckets for the same number of Case CX
470B excavators to a local company carrying
out a huge project in North Africa.
These include 27 heavy duty rock buckets
measuring 1.7m with a capacity of 2.6m3 and
five 1.2m buckets with a capacity of 1.8m3,
all equipped with BYG FC 550RC teeth. Five
rock buckets were also supplied measuring
3.2m for Case 1121F wheel loaders with a
capacity of 5.5m3 and four grabs for handling
and placing pipes.
The equipment will be used in the
Ghardaïa region, a desert area in southern
Algeria, for the construction of over 200km
of oil pipeline.
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Atlas Copco’s RTEX pneumatic breaker was
awarded the Innovation Medal at the 2016
GaLaBau exhibition in Nuremberg, Germany.
This medal was awarded by the Bundesverband Garten, Landschafts und Sportplatzbau
to 15 new or substantially redesigned products, selected from over 120 entries.
The RTEX received the prize for its design
concept, which enables a 50 % reduction in
compressed air usage. “In a conventional
breaker air is discharged each time the acting
piston moves up or down,” explained Atlas
Copco RTEX project leader Olof Östensson.
“In the RTEX we discharge the air only once
on the piston’s return stroke. Then the constant
pressure from a chamber on the top of the
RTEX pushes the piston down. The pressure
on top of the acting piston is constant and
therefore does not generate vibrations as on
conventional breakers, so there is no need for
vibration damping.”

Keltbray climbs Sunday
Times league table

EQAR congress discusses recycling in Europe
In September the European Quality Association for Recycling held the Construction
Materials Recycling in Europe congress in
Bratislava, Slovakia, on the occasion of its
10th anniversary.
In his inaugural address EQAR president
Manfred Wierichs said that the state of construction material recycling differs remarkably
in EU member states. Therefore, EQAR supports the promotion of construction material
recycling and unrestricted product recognition
of quality recycled construction materials.
The need for action was shown by
examples in the congress panel discussions.
One report from Czechia indicated that
dumping of 700,000t/year of construction
waste in urban regions was to be regarded as
pseudo-recultivation, which nevertheless was
permitted. This makes large-scale recycling of
residual construction waste nearly impossible.
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EQAR said that important legal steps are
lacking in the EU countries where recycling
of construction and demolition wastes has
first to be established. This involves specific
national legal targets for construction and
demolition wastes, which would be a necessary prerequisite to the development of
recycling markets.
Also this year the EQAR Award was
presented to GB Energy Holding from Brno
in Czechia relating to recycling of demolition
wastes to concrete and concrete components.
This is an integrated procedure from construction demolition to utilizing demolition materials in ready-mixed concrete and concrete
components. The second prize was awarded to
Bernegger from Molln in Austria. The company
developed a container mobile wet screening
plant for soil and residual construction mass
processing.

The UK’s Keltbray Group has been ranked 62nd
in the annual Sunday Times Grant Thornton
2016 Top Track 250 league table, up 76 places
from its 138th place the previous year.
“We are pleased with our improved position in the market. This reflects our continued
growth and the strengthening of our capability
and services portfolio,” said Keltbray Group
chief executive Brendan Kerr.
The Sunday Times Grant Thornton Top
Track 250 league table ranks Britain’s private
mid-market growth companies with the biggest sales and is compiled by Oxford based
research company Fast Track. “These midsized businesses are such an integral part of
the UK economy,” said Grant Thornton UK
central and east regional managing partner
Malcolm Gomersall.

let your grinder
do the job, with
the new dSm 800rc

remote-controlled floor grinder
powered by Schwamborn technology!
SyStem Schwamborn – one Step ahead!

Made in Germany
www.schwamborn.com

...mit uns machen Sie Boden gut!
…mit

“Finally Europe’s

ON THE GO”
The situation on the global concrete floor grinding and polishing
market is a bit diverse. Some markets are experiencing a strong
upturn while others show a very modest increase.
PDi’s Jan Hermansson reports.
The most recent changes in the industry reached PDi
just before presstop. Swedish manufacturer Scanmaskin
Group, with annual sales of approximately €11.5M, has
been acquired by the investment company Indutrade.

More muscles to Scanmaskin
Scanmaskin will be a part of Indutrade’s fluids and mechanical solutions business area. Indutrade is an international industrial Group that sells and develops high-tech
components, systems and services. Indutrade market
solutions to streamline systems and processes. With
a decentralized structure, Indutrade operate through
nearly 200 subsidiaries with more than 5,000 employees
in 27 countries and four continents. The operations
are divided into six business areas of engineering and
equipment, flow technology, fluids and mechanical
solutions, industrial components, measurement &
sensor technology and special products. Indutrade has
been listed on Nasdaq Stockholm since 2005.
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“That Indutrade has acquired all shares in the company is an excellent solution to secure the future development
of the company,” said Scanmaskin founder Claes-Göran
Bergstrand. “We will also have a better situation and more
muscles to develop new products and in particular to grow
our business. In terms of our organisation things will go on
as usual. Change of ownership will not affect our clients
except in a positive way. All people in the company will
remain in their positions. But I must admit that it was a
strange feeling to realize that I am now just an employee
after have founded the company and been its owner together with my son for 30 years.” The new chairman of
the company is Göte Mattsson from Indutrade.
Currently investment companies own HTC and
Scanmaskin. Polaris acquired HTC in 2013. See feature
on page 30-32.

Europe is picking up still but led by the US
But how is the business for concrete floor grinding and
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polishing out there. PDi contacted many concrete floor
grinding and polishing manufacturers to gauge their reaction to the market situation. “We actually have seen an
increase with some 20% each year for several years in a
row,” said Superabrasive US marketing manager Monika
Angelova. “In those European countries where we have
distributors we have even seen a stronger growth. We see
a lot of potential in Europe and we are now building our
brand there and it looks quite promising. However, due
to the strong US dollar we experience a slower growth
in South America, Australia and New Zealand. We have
very little presence in Africa, Asia and Middle East. The
main obstacle in these markets is that the quality of the
concrete in many cases is not suitable for polishing and
there is an abundance of cheaper equipment and tools.”
Ercole Bibiano from the Italian manufacturer
Klindex agrees and said that he sees a big growth in
Europe and the former Eastern European countries,
but also in Far East Asia. “In North America and
Australia the concrete is much better and easier to treat
or polish,” said Bibiano. “Our experience is also that
polished concrete floors have become very popular in
Europe and the market has just started to open up. In
the Eastern Europe and Far East Asia concrete floors
are very poor and not easy to polish. But what we are
seeing are builders starting to be interested in polished

Durable Performance
Increase the capabilities of your concrete
cutting toolbox. Add wire sawing with the
Pentruder 3P8 wire saw modules and your
existing wall saw HF-motor and Pentpak.
The Pentruder 3P8 is a high performance wire
saw in a portable package
All Pentruder equipment is Made in Sweden.
We produce precision parts in-house, from the
best materials, in state of the art production
machines. With over 35 years of experience
from designing concrete cutting equipment,
we know how to build high performance,
durable systems.

Visit our website for more information
www.pentruder.com
or check out our facebook page
www.facebook.com/pentruder

Designed and manufactured by:
Tractive AB I Gjutargatan 54 I 78170 Borlänge I Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)243 221155 I Fax: +46 (0)243 221180
E-mail: info@tractive.se I www.pentruder.com

floors that are widening their services and maybe also
need to offer restoration as well,” said Angelova.
Andersson agrees, but adds that there will also be
an increasing interest in these services between concrete
sawing and drilling contractors and demolition.
Bibiano believes that the biggest users are found
among specialized flooring contractors.
However in concrete cutting, demolition, renovation and flooring, contractors that perform renovation
and other similar work are keen on taking up floor
preparation and polishing. This is a strong trend in Scandinavia and also in Germany and the US. Many branch
associations in concrete cutting organise special courses
for members to learn how to handle floor preparation
and polishing machines.
Since the last concrete floor preparation and polishing feature the industry has witnessed a number of new
machines and tools.

concrete and build the concrete floors after that. Africa
and South America is still very hard to promote the
polished concrete.”

Europe delivers the biggest potential
Superabrasive and Klindex have similar views on the
biggest potential markets in the next five years. Angelova said that Europe has the biggest potential “Also
Turkey has a great potential for us and off course the
US for floor preparation and polishing. When it comes
to purely polishing we believe that the fastest growth
will remain in the US.” said Angelova. “In the US the
market is driven by the innovation and fast adoption of
new and more efficient methods and technologies. It is
another way of thinking in the US. The areas to polish
are much bigger. In the US they are also looking for more
efficient flooring solutions including maintenance. The
contractors are also very eager to find more business and
more types of services to offer.”
Bibiano agrees that Europe and the Eastern part
has the greatest potential, but indicates that Klindex
also sees a great potential in the Far East Asia in the
coming five years. Bibiano emphasized that the quality
of the concrete floor plays a key role. The better concrete
floor to work the better the final polished product gets
and also the business is much better for everyone. “The
US has the advantage that concrete floors are ideal for
polished concrete, further more they already know the
problem of the resin coating and as a result they like
polished concrete. We think that Europe will be the first
area where the polished concrete will grow in the short
term,” said Bibiano.

Several new products from Blastrac

matter of trial and error. To avoid that contractors are
sticking to familiar brands they can rely on.”

Floor preparation suitable
for rental but not polishing

Important features
What are the most important features that manufacturers consider for the future development of concrete floor
grinding and polishing systems and diamond tools? “I
believe innovation is key now and also in the future.
And for Superabrasive innovation means to make the
process faster and easier,” said Angelova. “This I consider
important for the equipment and the tools. Also contractors look for machines now and in the future that are
durable, easy to use and versatile so they can be used on
different types of projects. They also want affordable and
productive equipment that is simple for operators to run
in order to minimize the risk of mistakes and downtime.
When it comes to tools, contractors are looking for productivity and tool life in order to maximize their return
on investment, but with so many choices, it is often a

Bibiano from Klindex believes there is potential for
general polishing, but not so much in the rental industry.
“In the immediate future we will not see any progress
regarding renting polishing systems. To polish a concrete
floor needs special knowledge and also special tools. I
don’t think so many will go to a rental company and rent
the equipment. With floor preparation it is different.
Maybe we will see contractors renting polishing systems
in the US where contractors have more expertise with
these things,” said Bibiano.
“Here in Europe and particularly the German
speaking market I don’t see any market for renting polishing systems. But in floor preparation I think there is
a good potential for floor grinding machines and tools.
These machines are increasing in the rental companies’
fleets every year,” said Superabrasive Europe representative Fredrik Andersson.

Who provide the service?
Which floor preparation and concrete floor polishing
contractors are dominant and will dominate in the future? “How I see it is mainly resin floor coating contractors, concrete contractors and construction firms who
want to expand their businesses. But we also see more
and more cleaning companies that maintain commercial

Blastrac has launched a number of new machines.
The Blastrac BG-250RS is a new single-head grinding
machine for the preparation of concrete floors. With a
250mm working width and a weight of 230kg, it has
enough power on the diamond tools to deliver perfect
results. There is also a remotely controlled version. The
BG-250RS has a program for automatic grinding.
The company also has the Blastrac BMG-555 triple
head grinder equipped with a planetary grinding system.
It has an ergonomic design with a handle locking system and has been designed for the middle size grinder
market. It has some new features not found on other
grinders in its class, like a bottle holder, extra protection
of operating buttons and storage for a Smartphone. The
BMG-555 has a floating shroud with extra floor nozzle
on the back for even better dust extraction and can be
supplied in 220V or 400V.
Also new is the Blastrac BMP-4000 heavy duty
ride-on sawing and pavement milling machine for large
milling and sawing applications. The BMP-4000 is a
multifunctional machine and by changing the hydraulic
motor the operator can swap from milling to sawing
and vice versa.

New Blastrac Vertical Steel Blaster 200VMB
The new Blastrac vertical steel blaster 200VMB has a
working width of 200mm. It is ideally suited for medium sized vertical steel cleaning jobs and is remotely
controlled for operator safety, comfort, and productivity.

www.blastrac.com

Extreme duty Bull
floor machine from Crusader
Crusader Manufacturing, based in Farmington, Minnesota, US has the extreme duty Bull floor machine. According to Crusader it is the strongest
115V floor machine on the market with
a totally enclosed motor and an 11:1
gearbox and solid steel coupler between
the motor and the gearbox. It is ideal
for use with a scraper tool or a concrete
preparation tool. Users can add up to
three additional weights to the Bull
and there is a variety of accessories,
such as the orbital diamond driver,
weighted diamond pad
driver, and rotary scraper.
Crusader will exhibit
at the World of Concrete
2017 in January at booth
S11951.

www.crusadermfg.com
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Keeping the dust settled
Silicosis, a respiratory condition caused by the
inhalation of silica dust, affects up to 7,300 US
construction workers every year. National Flooring
Equipment senior territory manager Jim Sullivan
explains how the construction industry can mitigate
the dangers of silica dust.
Silicon dioxide or silica is a chemical compound
found in materials that are used regularly in the
construction industry, including sandstone, granite, brick and concrete. These materials create dust
when they are cut, sanded and carved. When fine
enough, this dust can be inhaled by construction
workers, causing health problems, such as silicosis
or bronchitis.
The quantity of silica contained in most materials can be estimated within 20%. Sandstone has
silica content between 70% and 90% and there is
between 30% and 45% silicon dioxide in tile. However, in concrete, the silica content can be anywhere
between 25% and 70%, so it is difficult to estimate
what protection measures are necessary for each job.
Using the correct dust collecting equipment is
the easiest way to mitigate the dangers of silica dust.
From grinding concrete to surface polishing, construction workers need to be aware that they will be
creating silica dust, even if the particles are too small
for the naked eye. Investing in a dust collector that
attaches onto surface preparation equipment is the
best way to keep silica dust from becoming airborne.
Vacuums and dust collectors with a one-filter
system are not efficient enough to gather the finer
particles that can pass through the respiratory system
and cause health problems. When there is a risk of
silica dust inhalation, look for a dust collector with

Brand new shot blaster DSBM-400 with filter
unit DSBM-400FU.

DRS-FLOOR by Dr. Schulze
The German drilling solutions manufacturer Dr. Schulze
offers its flooring equipment from a single source under
the trademark of DRS-FLOOR. This consist of nonstop customer service seven days a week for all technical
and commercial questions about any type of flooring
projects: engineers providing suggestions for sequence of
working, application of chemicals, methods for achieving the required floor quality, and project costs estimates.
In addition there is a range of chemicals for transforming concrete to the high-performance industrial
or commercial floor; a range of materials for repairing
of cracks, joints and all other surface defects; machines
for all types of floor processing; diamond tools for any
application and a range of dust collectors and separators.

New grinders in 2016
In 2016 Dr. Schulze launched its new shot blasting
machines, the DSBM-250 and DSBM-400 with working width of 250mm respectively 400mm. Thee smaller
DSBM-250 suits smaller projects working up to 100m2/
hour, the larger DSBM-400 is for bigger projects and
daily output of more than 1000m2. The development
target was to reduce the operational costs and extend the

working time between replacements of the wear parts.
Machines above 800mm working width are also
available. The triple head planetary machine DBS-8203H and 4 head planetary DBS-820-4H, are available in
manual or in remotely controlled versions. The top of
Dr. Schulze´s range of grinding machines is a ride-on
DBS-820-4H A-LASER with a laser control system
enabling highest precision of the floor flatness.

Unique grinding head solution

Automatic laser grinder DBS-820-4H A-LASER.

In all its multi-head grinders Dr. Schulze uses sealed
oil-filled full gear transmission, which is unique in the
market. There are no Dr. Schulze´s products with conventional belt drive. The company claim that none of the
gearboxes of any of the machines sold in last four years

Makinex Hose 2 Go - Every contractor’s dream
The US company Makinex has launched the Hose 2
Go constant pressure water supply unit as a dust suppression, blade cooling tool, and portable water supply
for the construction and flooring industries.
The Hose 2 Go has a constant flow of water
without the use of a pump, battery or electronics that
allows users to suppress dust and keep the blade cool
while cutting, core drilling and grinding concrete. A full
unit will give up to 30min of constant flowing water.
With a 13.8litre capacity, the Hose 2 Go provides and
easy ways to use the dust suppression, blade-cooling tool,
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and portable water supply, which is also easy to carry or
transport as it comes equipped with two carrying positions.
The Hose to Go also comes with a nozzle attachment that can be used for cleaning or hosing down
equipment at the end of the day.
The Hose 2 Go was designed in Australian designed and been in development for four years, with
patent pending. Makinex believes it is the most innovative product to hit the construction and flooring
industry for a long time.

makinex.com

an individually tested high-efficiency particulate air
filter and a high minimum efficiency. National Flooring Equipment’s range of dust collectors boasts a
99.995% minimum efficiency rating at 0.14microns.
The vacuum’s bagging system is also an extremely important component. If the silica dust becomes
airborne when the bag is changed, the work that the
filters have done is wasted. Most top of the range dust
collectors will come equipped with a continuous bag,
which can be cut from the machine and disposed of
without being unsealed.
In the US, the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has limited construction workers’
exposure to silica. Over an 8h shift, workers cannot be exposed to more than 50micrograms/m3 of
air. This standard was passed on 23 June 2016 and
construction companies in the US have one year to
comply with the requirements.
Despite the US pushing for stricter regulations,
it is a different story across the Atlantic. The UK’s
regulatory body, the Health and Safety Executive
is wary of implementing new controls because of
their potential costs and the technical difficulties
in monitoring a stricter standard. So far, there are
no plans to set limits on the amount of silica that
workers can be exposed to in Europe.
Contractors, original equipment manufacturers
and trade bodies have to coordinate their efforts to
mitigate the risks of silica dust by raising awareness of
the dangers of breathing in small particles and by promoting best practice when working in environments
with high silicone dioxide content. The industry
needs to make workers aware of these dangers and
use professional dust collectors correctly at all times.

has been opened for repair or maintenance. Besides the
annual oil change, there is nothing else to do with these
high-performance gearboxes. For the processing of joints
and cracks Dr. Schulze offers the multi-purpose chaser
DSC-200. Due to its flexibility and wide range of accessories it is suitable for all repairing and construction jobs.
All work with the machine can be done completely
dry and without dust due to opposite direction of cutting tool rotation and effective dust collection outlet.
The machine is available with 230V or 400V and
Honda GX390 engine and therefore can be used indoor
and outdoor for road construction. Early in 2016 Dr.
Schulze´s flooring solutions opened its own separate
website showing the product range and services.

www.drs-floor.com

TURN YOUR
DREAMS
INTO REALITY
Meet the third innovation of the original
diamond array technology that changed
the industry in 2005. ARIX G3, superior
performance you can see and feel.

36B-10L Namdong Industrial Complex, 610-9, Namchon-dong, Namdong-gu, Inchoen, 405-100, Korea
TEL. +82.32.820.3801 I FAX. +82.32.810.3456 I E-mail. terry@shinhandia.co.kr

Klindex Triple K – three-head
innovative single disc maschine
Klindex’s new Triple K is a single disc machine with
oscillating heads and variable speed. It is suitable for beginners, and folds up quickly and easily to pass through
standard interior doors. Perfect to work in large areas,
with effortless crystallization thanks to adjustable and
floor-touching wheels.

www.klindex.com

Members of the Klindex owner family, Bibiano, from
the left: Mariachiara in the arms of grandpa Ercole,
Gabriella and Roberto.

Grinders from MK Diamond Products
The US company MK Diamond Products manufactures a
complete line of single and double disc grinders and scarifiers.
The MK-SDG single disc grinder is for smoothing
rough areas and other surface irregularities, feathering
patches and cleaning industrial floors. The removable
handles and nose weight provide for easy transportation
and storage. A foot pedal raises the grinding discs for
engine starting and idling. The MK-SDG is the only
single disc grinder with a fully encapsulated grinding
shroud with vacuum pick up. Powered by a Honda
GXV340 engine the SDG-11 weighs 96kg.
MK-DDG dual disc grinder has two counterrotating heads for a 559mm grinding width. It can be
used to level small areas of uneven joints or high spots. A
T-grip handle provides easy handling and manoeuvring.
The dust shroud contains grinding debris and the vacuum
port allows for dust-free dry grinding. A water control
valve is included for wet grinding. The grinder has a twoposition wheel carriage for grinding and easy transport.
Both grinders are for repairing damaged concrete slabs,
removing urethanes, epoxy thin-coats, levelling high spots or
surface imperfections, smoothing rough surfaces, rain marks
or trowel marks, removing mastics, and paint build-up. There
is a hard bond grinding head for green concrete and asphalt.
The soft bond grinding head is for grinding cured concrete.
MK Scarifiers have been designed to leave a clean,
textured or rough finish on any type of concrete or asphalt
surface. These machines use cutting drums with a variety
of carbide and steel cutters. Drums are available to provide
cleaning, texturing, levelling, grooving and paint removal.

and surface grinding dust control, utilizes the air velocity
created by the rotating grinding wheel to channel dust
away from the work surface. It is available in 178mm
or 127mm diameter.
The shroud’s snail shape creates a higher centrifugal
force that expels the dust particles away from the grinding cup wheel into the vacuum hood up port. This
improves removal of particles, enhancing the grinding
process. The shroud can be used with any dust containment system. They are easy to install and designed to fit
the Dewalt, Milwaukee, Metabo, Hitachi, Bosch, and
Makita grinders.
MK Diamond Products will be present at World
of Concrete 2017.

www.mkdiamond.com

Dust control with MK Diamond IXL shroud
The MK Diamond IXL vacuum shroud, for concrete

Quality Delivered

MK Diamond Products has been
manufacturing construction equipment for
over a century and has built a reputation for
quality products. With over three decades being
focused on the manufacturing of saws, our
engineering staff has designed equipment with
features that have become standards in the
industry. Quality, commitment and service are
essential to the precision necessary to build large
flat saws. All MK Diamond concrete saws are made
in our state of the art facility, in Torrance, California.

An American Family-Owned Company since 1868 • Phone: 1.800.421.5830 • www.mkdiamond.com
© 2016 MK Diamond Products, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Images and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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American surface
preparation expert expands to Europe
The US surface preparation company National Flooring
Equipment, is expanding to Europe and aims to mimic
its US growth in the European market by delivering
quality equipment backed by unparalleled customer
service. NFE has an extensive product range including
floor scrapers, grinders and polishers, burnishers, scarifiers, shot blasters, dust collectors and carpet pullers.
Its team can answer any questions about its equipment,
parts, logistics and applications and in-person training
and support is offered to customers across Europe.
“NFE’s products are different to most of those
already on the European market, because we take pride
in working with our customers to solve specific industry
problems and continuously improve our offering,” said
NFE president Derek Olson. “Our commitment to innovation and customer service allowed us to evolve from
a humble retail carpet supply centre to a global company.

In the 1970s we started designing and manufacturing
our own tools and today we are one of the largest surface
preparation equipment suppliers in the world.
“Our innovative outlook encouraged European
companies to approach us with requests for powerful
and durable surface preparation equipment for their
construction and restoration projects. Our manufacturing facility and team of industry experts allows us to
fulfil these requirements and stay ahead of the game.”
NFE provides equipment to the UK, Ireland,
France, Germany, Switzerland and Netherlands, as
well as other European countries, using its network of
distribution centres. The company’s service centres are
located in Liverpool, Dublin, Cologne and Paris.
NFE’s scraper line is one set for the European market.
The scrapers offer high-speed operation and low maintenance. From the 5700 all day battery ride-on machine to the
5280 self-propelled walk-behind scraper, NFE offers a wide
range of products that can remove most soft and hard floors.

NFE launches scrapers
for construction industry
During 2016 NFE has been promoting their products
and methods in the European market, including the
scraper range. The scrapers allow construction companies, equipment rental firms and demolition experts to
minimise the time and costs of floor removal for a vast
range of projects. NFE’s ride-on surface removal equipment includes its top selling machine, the 5700. This is
an all day battery machine with hydraulic steering for

easy manoeuvring. Its consistent torque ensures higher
removal rates and greater productivity. The 5700 will
power through a day on a single charge making it ideal
for contractors dealing with complex health and safety
legislation or working with short deadlines.
The walk-behind scrapers are ideal for residential
and commercial applications. The 6280 Commander
and 6280HD Gladiator are two of the most popular
walk behind machines.
“New customers are always surprised by the wide
range of surface preparation applications our products
are suited for,” said NFE marketing manager Connie
Johnson. “We constantly work with our customers to
find creative and innovative ways to upgrade or modify
our machines to keep up with the evolving demands of
the marketplace and lead the industry forward.
“Our wide network of European distributors means
we can support our products with in-person training for all
new and existing customers. We understand the importance
of combining quality with customer service, so our sales
representatives ensure customers have all the information
and training they need before, during and after a purchase.”

www.nationalequipment.com

DEADLY DUST!
What is Silica and how does it affect us? The US company
Gelmaxx explains the facts as from mid 2017 US regulations concerning silica will become much more strict and
similar to regulations in Sweden and Germany.
Crystalline silica, also referred to as silica dust,
is a toxin that is produced when cutting or grinding concrete, brick, stone, as well as other raw stone
based products.

Silicosis is deadly and incurable
The main issue is that this dangerous dust is inhaled
and may cause the deadly and incurable disease
silicosis. For years professionals working in many different trades within the construction industry have
succumbed to silicosis. The most important thing to
remember is that silicosis is preventable. Every day
thousands of people are exposed to silica dust. OSHA
estimates that more than 2.3M workers in the US
States alone are exposed to silica dust and 90% of
exposed individuals work in the construction industry.

The different stages of Silicosis
Silicosis is broken down into three stages, which are
chronic or classic silicosis, accelerated silicosis, and
acute silicosis. Chronic or classic silicosis is the most
common and occurs after 15 to 20 years of exposure to
low or moderate amounts of crystalline silica. A chest
X-Ray is required to determine if lung damage has
occurred. Symptoms associated with chronic or classic
silicosis are shortness of breath, fatigue, chest pain, and
possible repertory failure. Accelerated silicosis occurs
after 5 to 10 years of exposure to high amounts of
crystalline silica. The symptoms are severe shortness
of breath, weight loss, and weakness.
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Acute silicosis occurs after as little
as a few months of exposure to extremely high amounts of crystalline silica. The
symptoms include severe shortness of
breath, which can be disabling, weakness, weight loss, and even death.
“Wet cutting is less harmful to the
machine operator and public health”

The cold facts
It has been known for years that silicosis
is a real issue, and that people can and
have died from it. So why haven’t there been changes to
the regulations, and why haven’t employers attempted
to protect their employees from the silica dust? There
have been two ways to protect employees from silica
dust. There is the standard hose and vacuum style of
preventing inhalation and the wet cutting. Wet cutting
utilizes water when cutting or grinding products that
contain silica. The water encapsulates the crystalline
silica particles and is safer due to the lowered risk of
inhalation.

Concrete slurry is better then dust
Wet cutting produces slurry and many contractors do not
like it because they claim it is messy to dispose. But wet
cutting can potentially save lives from silicosis. For years
construction professionals have struggled with properly disposing slurry waste water without harming the environment.
“Water cools the tooling and allows the tools to
last longer”

Recent OSHA regulations
In recent months OSHA has increased regulations

regarding Silica dust and preventing silicosis. The
recent regulation change must be followed in the
construction industry by mid-2017. The follow link
gives information on the entire regulation change.
https://www.osha.gov/silica/

Gelmaxx has the solution
For years Gelmaxx slurry solutions has been campaigning to prevent silicosis. Gelmaxx slurry products
were designed to help contractors during all parts of
the cleanup phase. The unique formula uses organic
materials making it safe for the environment and
operators, while maintaining EPA compliance.
Gelmaxx Aquamaxx separator reduces the amount
of concrete slurry while producing reusable water
for site machinery. Gelmaxx Eco-Quickgel solidifier
absorbs concrete slurry into a dry material that can
be disposed of immediately in any standard trash
container. Gelmaxx message is clear: Silicosis is
preventable and together the industry can save lives.
The next step is to take action, together and stop
silicosis forever.

gelmaxxusa.com

Power – Quality – HEPA
H13 FILTRATION*DROP DOWN DISPOSAL*LONGOPAC COLLECTION*JET PULS FILTER CLEANING

S13

S1400

S26

S26

S36

H/class

230V 1-phase
120V 1-phase

230V 1-phase
120V 1-phase

230V 1-phase
120V 1-phase

230V 1-phase
120V 1-phase

T4000

T6000

T7500

T8600

T8600 F Auto

380-400V 3-phase
208-240V 3-phase

380-400V 3-phase

380-400V 3-phase
208-240V 3-phase

380-400V 3-phase
208-240V 3-phase

380-400V 3-phase
208-240V 3-phase

T10000

T11000

T15000

T18000

17 HP

380-400V 3-phase
480V 3-phase

380-400V 3-phase

208-240V 3-phase

480V 3-phase

W250P

W70P

A1000/A2000 A600/A1200

A600U/A4000

230V 1-phase

230V 1-phase
120V 1-phase

230V 1-phase

230V 1-phase
380-400V 3-phase

T8600 Propane

pullman-ermator.se

120V 1-phase

230V 1-phase
120V 1-phase

HUSQVARNA PG 820 RC

giving Formula 1 a facelift
pavement. The Hockenheimring team had been looking
for a fast and effective solution for a long time, and decided to invest in a Husqvarna PG 820 RC floor grinder.
The team needed to finish the work in time for
the big annual Formula One German Grand Prix.
The German Husqvarna surface preparation specialist,
Karl-Heinz Butz, trained the Hockenheimring team
to operate the machine.

At the end of July 5.000m2 of a thick lacquer layer was
removed from the Hockenheimring Formula 1 circuit
in Germany. The Hockenheimring maintenance
team needed to remove old advertising spaces from
the ground at the Formula One circuit in BadenWürttemburg, Germany.
The difficult part was removing the thick lacquer
layer that was piled over decades without damaging the

Flooring equipment from Shanghai

New Propane grinders from Superabrasive

The Chinese manufacturer Shanghai Jiansong Industry
is entering the global arena. The company was established in 2004 and manufactures floor grinders, floor
scrubber buffers, diamond tools and vacuum systems.
Examples are S650 S750 S850 and S950, the dust
extractor V7, C8 high-speed floor burnisher and C5
floor scrubber.

Superabrasive with their Lavina series has strengthened its
position in the US and Europe. The company is adding
several new propane models, including a 965mm remotely
controlled grinder L38GR-X, a 812mm, six-head propane
grinder L32G-X, and a smaller 508mm propane L20G-X.
There will be a new propane Lavina vacuum as well. The
new models will have standard Lavin features, including
forced planetary drive, water delivery system with a front
sprayer and water meter, access window on the base for
quick maintenance, adjustable handle and lights.
Superabrasive will exhibit at World of Concrete
and the new machines can be tested at the company’s
outdoor booth O31517.

http://en.sh-jiansong.com

www.superabrasive.us

The job was completed in time and to the customer’s satisfaction. They will continue to use their
PG 820 RC on the same areas to remove and replace
different promotions painted on the ground. They
will also use the machine for preparing the tracks.
That way they can adjust the track to fit different
needs and create the suitable conditions for dragster
racing as well as Formula 1.

US Saws smart grinding and polishing solutions
US Saws’ company’s TC-7 Edger is a stand-up grinder
weighing less than 22kg with a 178mm dust shroud and
178mm diamond cup wheels, PCDs, ZEC wheels, and EZ
Edge ceramic wheels. Side-to-side and head pressure can
be applied to control the movement of the grinding head.
The company’s VSG-10 is an up-right grinder and
polisher combination. It has variable speeds ranging from
400revs/min to 1,500revs/min. It has a 250mm working
path with a convertible polyurethane shroud. This machine uses fast change diamonds, PCDs, and polishing
pads. The adjustable weight can be lowered to increase
the pressure of the grinding head. The VSG-10 runs on
115V, so there is no generator or panel wiring required.
The TC-7 Edger and VSG-10 are ideal tools for
grinding and polishing work in areas that are not accessible with larger, high-voltage machines.

www.ussaws.com
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We are proud to introduce
the Ultimate Rocket* Drill line.

• Up to 30 % faster
(best drilling speed for core drilling tools)
The

t
Rocke
Rocks !

120 %
110 %
100 %

X
Y

Z

90 %

50 %
40 %

95 %

60 %

105 %

70 %

124 %

80 %

100 %

DRILL SPEED

130 %

• Competitive price
• Made in Belgium

Why "Rocket drill" ?
This nickname comes from one of our customers !
Try the Rocket, you will understand !

*Only by CARBODIAM
CARBODIAM s.a.
Rue Général Mellier 27 B - 1495 TIilly - BELGIUM - +32 (0)71 870 640
Contact : sales@carbodiam.com

Crack repair with Rapid Floor
within 15min

Perfectly repaired cracks or joints

IN LESS THAN ONE HOUR

Nearly every floor-processing project requires the design of
expansion joints, as well as the elimination of various surface
defects, such as micro and macro cracks, flaking, holes, pores
and broken joint edges.
For correction of these surface defects there is a large
range of different products. These are mostly based on
cement, epoxy or polyurea, which have a long curing
time or do not achieve the required strength and elasticity or, because of insufficient adhesion to the ground,
and have to be continually renewed.
A complete solution for these problems is now
offered by the German company Dr. Schulze, which
exclusively distributes in Europe products for joint and
surface defect repair from the US company Metzger &
McGuire, the American market leader for almost 45 years.
The main advantage of Metzger & McGuire products is the rapidly curing materials can be processed
within minutes after their application and the floor can
be opened within 30min to 60min.
The products can be divided in the two main groups
of semi-elastic and structural materials. The semi-elastic
polyurea-based fillers SPAL-PRO RS-88 and SPAL-PRO
2000 reach a Shore A hardness of more than 90 and
suitable for filling new and old expansion joints, as well
as for repairing flexible cracks.
The edges of joints filled with Spal-Pro RS-88 or
Spal-Pro 2000 do not have to be chamfered due to the
substantial strength of the materials. The joint filler is
to be applied above the floor level and, after hardening
of approximately 10min to 15min, it is cut flush with
the surface by a special telescopic knife.
While the SPAL-PRO RS-88 is available in more
than 70 colours and can be adapted to any concrete,
natural stone or ceramic floor, SPAL-PRO 2000 offers
a wide temperature range for its installation from -29⁰C
to + 49⁰C. Any joint and crack filled with SPAL-PRO
2000 can be passed by a forklift 30min after its application, even at -29⁰C.
The second product category consists of the
structural Rapid Refloor and Rapid Refloor XP, which
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reach a strength of at least 30MPa within 15min after
application.
The other feature is their extremely low viscosity,
which guarantees penetration of the material even into the
thinnest hair cracks less than 1mm wide. This eliminates
the chasing of cracks. After 15min the material is cured
and can be ground flush with the surface.
While small cracks and small to medium-sized surface defects are usually filled with Rapid Floor filled in
cartridges, the bulk Rapid Refloor XP can be mixed with
sand and be used to repair larger spallings or to restore
broken joint edges. For a larger number of small surface

defects the liquid Rapid Refloor XP can be dispersed
over the entire surface and ground off after the curing
to leave a smooth surface.
If a higher strength of more than 70MPa is required,
the epoxy-based Armor Hard can be used to repair large
surface defects and joint edges.
The two-component fillers Spal-Pro RS-88, SpalPro 2000 and Rapid Refloor are available in special
double cartridges and can be applied with DCG-600
and DCG-900 double dispensing guns.
For larger projects Dr. Schulze recommends to use
of the dual component gear pump DCDP, which takes
automatically the two material components from the
bulk containers, mixes them in the correct ratio and dispenses directly to the surface defect or to the joint. The
use of the DCDP pump provides material cost saving
of up to 40% compare to the cartridge filled materials.
These innovative products from Metzger &
McGuire round the whole flooring portfolio, called
DRS-FLOOR, of the company Dr. Schulze GmbH,
which, together with its customers, develops for each
floor-processing job an optimal and exactly customized
solution according to the project requirements.

Simple application of Rapid Floor allows cracks repair without chasing
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www.drs-floor.com

BY
FLOOR MACHINES
VACUUM SYSTEMS
DIAMOND TOOLS

NEW MODELS

COMING IN 2017

BOOTH S10215 & O31517

WILL HTC

repeat its success with the

NEW DURATIQ?

HTC has undergone a major transformation since the founding
family Thysell sold the business to the investment company
Polaris three years ago. PDi editor in chief Jan Hermansson
visited HTC’s head office in Söderköping shortly after the
launch of the new Duratiq series.
30
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HTC Sweden is a good example of a number of Swedish companies that have made a major contribution to
the global demolition and concrete cutting industry. In
Sweden methods and indigenous construction technologies for demolition, concrete cutting, dust handling,
hydrodemolition and grinding and polishing of concrete
floors been developed by innovative inventors, such as
Håkan Thysell.

The technique that became
the basis for an entirely new market
He formed HTC, which stands for Håkan Thysell
Crystallization, and along with his family and colleagues developed in the early 1990s a new technique
for grinding concrete floors. This was based on a belt
driven planetary system with four grinding wheels fitted
with diamond tools. The technology took floor grinding
to a new level and proved to be far more efficient than
single disc grinders.
HTC’s planetary-geared floor grinders laid the
foundation for an entirely new market for grinding
concrete. Removal of different types of floor coverings,
adhesive residue, epoxy and more became a new and
interesting business area for flooring contractors, but
also for demolition and concrete cutting contractors who
quickly realised that they could also provide this service.

From left HTC sales manager Sweden Henrik
Svärd and production manager Nils-Erik Wall.

The launch of Duratiq was held
in September at the plant in
Söderköping.
Engineer Andreas Fogelberg
shows the new grinding head.

The are 3500 parts and over 700
products stored in Söderköping.
The new electric cabinet including
external cooling system is one of the
major innovations with the Duratiq
series.
Some of the team that produce the new Duratiq.
From left: assembly operator Thomas Ring, sales
manager Sweden Henry Svärd, marketing manager, Catherine Königk, assembly operator Tobias
Björkdahl Jonander, assembly operator Alexander
Gottleben, production manager Nils-Erik Wall and
assembly operator Ankicia Cicac.

The method spread like wildfire across the world
and several other manufacturers followed and copied
the HTC concept. The market that fully embraced
HTC’s new method was the US. A few years later HTC
launched Superfloor, followed by Twister.
But such innovations placed high demands on HTC
to live up to its reputation and to continue to develop
products and concepts to stay at the forefront of the
industry. Håkan Thysell decided to sell his business in
2013 to investment company Polaris.

Can an investment
company continue to successfully
develop a strong family run corporation?
Since the takeover Polaris has kept a low profile, working
on the development of a new generation concrete floor
grinders called Duratiq, which stands for durability,
technology and IQ. Despite HTC’s low profile the
company has increased sales by approximately €10M
(approximately 100 MSEK) over the last two years and
the goal is to achieve about €43,5M (450,000 MSEK)
in sales by the end of 2016 with the addition of the
new Duratiq. “It looks great, and we believe the new
machine concept is a real cannonball. This year’s sales
are the highest the company has ever achieved. I think
I can say that HTC is leading the trend again and the

target is set to reach a turnover of €48,2M (500,000
MSEK) by the end of 2017, “said HTC chief executive
Stefan Lind, who took on the role in September 2014.
During Håkan Thysell’s reign it was essential if the
company was to grow and develop on a global level of
technical expertise then the strategy and enthusiasm
needed to permeate through the entire company. This
has continued and even deepened since the Polaris takeover. “That’s exactly what happened. HTC is a strong
and cohesive team that works on the same level,” said
HTC marketing manager Catherine Königk.
“It was actually something I was struck by when I
started at HTC that a great knowledge of our products
was at all levels within the company. The company was
and is very self-sustaining,” said Lind. Even so HTC has
invested in the past three years strengthening employee
skills and knowledge, including the recruitment of
skilled personnel in key positions.
“One might think that if you are owned by an
investment company, it is just what is written on the
last line of the Annual Reports that count. But that
is not the feeling with Polaris,” said Königk. “Polaris
takes a very active part in developing the company and
its employees. They are interested in the products and
markets. They show above all else that they believe in
HTC and want to continue developing the business.”

“I have been around for quite a while notice a
significant difference from the past when HTC was
more a distinctly entrepreneurial company with a strong
family business structure. Today, the structure is more
of a major label, and we attack our work in a more
methodical way,” said HTC head of sales Henrik Svärd.
HTC is a major label company and now has 180
employees with 110 working in Söderköping, including
10 in the development department working on future
equipment and tools for grinding and polishing of
concrete surfaces. There is also now increased emphasis
in the after market. “Before, there was really no clearly
defined after market department, but today there are
nine people purely assigned to after market, which is
now a very important part of our business,” said Svärd.
HTC currently has a stock of 3,500 spare parts and
700 additional tools and complete machines. HTC
has also started selling different services connected to
their machines that they did could not offer under the
previous ownership.

Engineering of the highest class
HTC’s premises in Söderköping were built in 2002 and
are now short on space for new offices, but the plot is
large enough for possible future expansion. When HTC
started developing the Duratiq concept it involved the
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In HTC’s testing hall tests machines and tools. HTC
tests all commercially available tools with a special
test protocol.

HTC’s Board of Directors from left Polaris managing partner Jan Johan Kühl, Polaris partner Peter
Ankerst, HTC chief financial officer Peter Kjell
Berger, HTC chairman Tommy Klein, and HTC chief
executive Stefan Lind.
According to HTC’s own testing, there is hardly
any wear on the belts after 1000h. Changing belt
takes 40min compared with several hours on
previous models.

entire company at all levels in nearly three years. “It was
a fantastic project that really tied together all employees
of the company,” said Svärd. “Our customers have
also played an important part in the project. We have
interviewed them to find out how the optimum floor
grinder should be designed.”
Initially, there was also a lot of brainstorming meetings where a lot of crazy ideas were proposed. “It is a
relationship that we welcomed as we wanted to create
a sensation around the series that gave a taste of class,
quality and strength,” said Königk. “I remember there
were many fun concepts proposed, such as building
around the feeling of the Star Wars movies with Darth
Vader, Kevlar and similar. We’ve had a lot of fun when
we brainstormed about the name of the new grinding
machine with fun suggestions like ‘Sir Grindalot’ or just
‘The Grind Father’.”
HTC took a plunge into the unknown when deciding to design Duratiq. It took time and had to take time.
Every detail of the machine was carefully tested to make
it as effective as possible. Parts of the machine are engineering perfection, such as the machine’s new grinding
head, which weighs about 80kg. A new planetary gear
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system, reminiscent of a gearbox in a rally car, has barely
shown signs of any wear after 1,000h of HTC testing.
The slipcover is now moulded aluminium to provide a hermetic seal against dust. The machine’s electrical
cabinet is also sealed against ingress of dust. The cooling
of the electrical components is managed through an
external cooling system. The grinding head and electrical cabinet are new solutions not seen on any previous
floor-grinding machine. Other innovations include
the new control panel and remote control with display.
These are among 100 features included in the Duratiq
that will make work more efficient, smarter, safer and
easier for an untrained operator to do a good job. Five
new patents have been filed for Duratiq.

Duratiq a new platform
Duratiq was subjected to 8,000h of testing before the
launch. “Rigorous testing is crucial to feel secure and to
release the machine at the DEMCON show in Stockholm
was the perfect venue,” said Svärd. But even after the
launch testing is continuing with customers and HTC.
Currently 15 Duratiq machines per week are built at
the rate of three/day. “We are experiencing great interest
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HTC marketing manager Catherine Königk
has been with the company since May 2015.

in Duratiq and the order book is increasing and delivery
is about four to six weeks. If the increase continues, we
will add more assembly stations in the production,” said
HTC production manager Nils-Erik Wall.
Duratiq is a new product platform and additional
models will be built using the same platform. Since
the launch in September, HTC has been running road
shows in all markets where they have their own subsidiaries. Currently more then 200 Duratiq machines
have been sold and more then half of these have already
been delivered. “The response to Duratiq has passed all
our expectations and it feels great for everyone in the
organization who worked so hard for this. And we are
pleased that our customers are satisfied as we believe
strongly in the Duratiq series,” said Svärd.
It is anticipated that with Duratiq harvesting capacity has been increased by over 50% compared to previous
models. One of HTC’s customers using Duratiq could
remove malignant residue on 550m2 in only four and
a half hours.
The Duratiq machines are equipped with HTC’s
airflow technology, and can also be fitted with the HTC
mist system as an option.

Made in Finland

THE AVANT WAY
OF DEMOLITION

Avant Tecno Oy

+358 3 347 8800

www.avanttecno.com
OSHA’S SILICA
COMPLIANCE
MUST BE ABIDED
BY

JUNE OF 2017

RECLAIM WATER
FOR REUSE AND
SOLIDIFY SLURRY
AQUAMAXX

SEPARATE SLURRY SOLIDS
FROM WATER FOR REUSE

ECO-QUICKGEL

TURN SLURRY INTO A SAFE,
DISPOSABLE SOLID THAT CAN
BE SAFELY DISPOSED OF

CALL FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP opportunities
GELMAXXUSA.COM | 855.322.3335

From left in front of the entrance to Pullman
Ermator plant in Smedjebacken: Nordic, Baltics
and Poland sales manager Stefan Bergsten,
chief executive Petra Bengtsson, international
sales manager Fredrik Akermark, and product
manager Jonas Eriksson.

PULLMAN ERMATOR
Full Steam Ahead
Dust extraction and wet vacuum equipment manufacturer Pullman
Ermator has developed rapidly in recent years. This year has seen
a further 30% increase that appears will continue in 2017. PDi
editor in chief Jan Hermansson reports from the company’s factory in Smedjebacken, Sweden.

But a few months ago it was time again. PDi’s editor
in chief met up with the company’s management team,
consisting of the company’s CEO Petra Bengtsson,
sales manager Fredrik Akermark, sales manager for the
Nordic region, the Baltics and Poland, Stefan Bergsten
and product manager Jonas Eriksson. Torbjörn Bengtsson, who founded the company, has been retired and
has withdrawn from the operative business. Quite a
lot has happened during the last five years and today
the company also has assembly in its subsidiary in
Tampa, USA.

The boost came in the 2000s
A lot has happened at Pullman Ermator. The company
was founded in 1985 by Torbjörn Bengtsson and was
then called Bevaclean. At that time they imported
vacuum cleaners and air cleaners from Italy. As the business grew during the 1990s they began to develop and
build their own machines. In the late 1990s, Bevaclean
acquired the dust extraction and wet vacuum produc-
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tion from the US manufacturer Pullman. Bevaclean
changed its name to Pullman and had 20 employees
and a turn over of about $2.7M (€2.44M).
Since the beginning of the 2000s a lot has happened. Pullman made a series of acquisitions, including
Ermator, hence the name change to Pullman Ermator.
The product range was expanded and exports took
off. Since 2007, Pullman Ermator has had its own
subsidiary in Tampa, Florida, and in 2013 it acquired
the US Pullman Holt line of HEPA vacuum cleaners.
The expansion pushed Pullman Ermator’s sales last year
to almost $25M (€22M) with 65 employees. “We were
very pleased with the development last year, but it’s
nothing compared to what we’re having this year. We are
facing a sales increase of over 30% overall this year and
I expect that we will have a turn over of almost $33M
(€30M),” said Pullman Ermator sales manager Fredrik
Akermark. “Some markets, like the Nordic countries,
have increased more than 30% and the US 20%, but
we expect a further increase in the US in 2017.”
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What are the reasons for the increase?
What are the causes of the company’s strong expansion,
one may ask? Actually, Pullman Ermator has issued
some upgrades and new accessories in recent year, but
few new products. “We don’t believe in developing
new products just for the sake of it,” said Akermark.
“We have good basic products and many of our dust
extractors and air cleaners were ahead of the regulation
when they were launched in Sweden. Here I think we,
and also our competitor Dustcontrol, are distinguished
from other manufacturers. We both have good products
that amply meet the regulations and are effective both
in terms of capacity and protection of users.”
The reason for Pullman Ermator’s success is the
wide product range of quality products and a strong
sales organization. When Pullman Ermator started up
in the US and managed to establish a good foothold, it
had a big impact on sales growth. “Our turnover in the
US today is more or less the same as in the Nordic region
of Europe,” said Akermark. “It is 40% in the Nordic
region, 40% in the US and the remaining 20% in the
rest of Europe and in more distant markets. But this
year we are seeing a clear increase in Europe, especially
in Germany, which is growing strongly.”
In the Nordic market, Pullman Ermator currently
has 45 employees, 30 in production and 15 in sales and
administration. In Sweden they have five salesmen and
20 employees in the US. There are nine dealers in Germany with two further retailers joining later this year.
There are also distributors in many European countries
such as D.I.F. Worldwide in France, The Higher Supply

Register now at:
www.tacook.de/Rueckbau2017
Annual conference | January 17 – 18, 2017 in Berlin, Germany

World Class Process
Safety
Decommissioning
and Demolition
Management
of Industrial
Plants 2013
2017
Efficiently planning and managing industrial plant deactivation

PLUS: Intensive workshops on January 17th
PLUS: Networking opportunity

PLUS: Best practices from different industry sectors
PLUS: Current regulatory requirements

Who Should Attend:
AN OVERVIEW OF THE MOST IMPORTANT TOPICS
» Developments in decommissioning: Current and prospective market outlook
» Deciding on what/how to dismantle and/or demolish: from shutdown to decommissioning
and demolition
» Legal requirements for management: snares and barriers in the approval procedure
(proceeding relating to permission)
» Practice-approved strategies for a sustainable and cost-efficient decommissioning process
» Multiproject management: coordination of the dismantling of sub-plants while
modernizing existing plants simultaneously
» Auditing, operating and controlling external service providers throughout the entire projects
» Site safety and security during decommissioning operations
» Predicting the unpredictable: handling risk in the decommissioning process
» Decommissioning and dismantling are phases in the asset life cycle
It’s an investment in your company’s future and a building block for your career.
Save the dates and register now to secure your place! For more details and a complete breakdown of all the course
modules, visit www.tacook.de/Rueckbau2017 and enter the code PDI2016 for a 10% discount.

This event is primarily aimed
at executives from the process
and manufacturing industry,
service providers specialized in
decommissioning and all those
working in the following fields:
» Decommissioning/Demolition/
Dismantling
» Retirement/Mothballing
» Plant Management/Operations/
Maintenance
» Generation/Power (Projects)
» Facility/Site Management
» Sourcing/Procurement/
Contracting
» Asset Management
» EHS
» Engineering
» Waste Management
» Hazardous substances
German speaking audience

Growing opportunities in the US
The office in Tampa, Florida currently has about 20
employees. The operation began there almost 10 years
ago with Fredrik Akermark who moved his family from
Sweden, but is now global sales director still residing in
the US with his family. Responsible for sales in North
America is Lyndon Kelsey. “I travel to many different
countries, so living in Florida is not an immediate
problem. We are rooted in the US and the children are
thriving,” said Akermark.
The US company is not only a sales office as now
some of the machines from Sweden are assembled in the
US. Also the Pullman Holt series is produced in Tampa.
The US company has six salesmen and additionally the
products are sold through dealers, such as Jon Don,
which has branches at 11 different locations. Pullman
Ermator also provides 3-phase vacuum cleaners to the
rental chain Sunbelt, one of the largest rental chains
in the US.
Akermark is eagerly looking forward to 2017 in
the US as the Obama administration has produced new
legislation about new working environment directive.
It will come into force in June 2017 and means that
permitted dust levels on construction sites in the US
will be reduced to half compared to the levels approved
today. “This will be an important breakthrough for us.
We have been successful already, but I think will have
an edge with our dust collector S26. We already reach
these levels with our products as we follow Swedish
regulations. It is worse for American and other manufacturers who must now adapt their equipment to the
new rules,” said Akermark.

Some 50 basic models
Bestseller S26.

in the UK, Decovan in the Benelux, Turkey, Greece and
others. It also has distributors in Australia, South Korea,
United Arab Emirates, Israel, South Africa and others.
“In the Nordic countries we have also had very
favourable year,” said Nordic and Baltic countries and
Poland sales manager Stefan Bergsten. “The home
market Sweden is obviously the strongest and the engine itself, but we have great development, especially in
Finland and Norway. The Baltic States are also clearly
gaining ground.”
Bergsten adds that particularly in Sweden leasing
plays a key role in sales. It works with all the major
players like Cramo, Ramirent, Lambertsson, Skanska
Maskin and Stavdal. The smaller independent rental
companies are equally important. It is more or less
50/50 between the two rental associations Hyrex and
SRA. It also continued a strong foothold among piercers, cutters, flooring contractor and traditional building
contractors. The only market that is a little sluggish at
present is Denmark.

Pullman Ermator product line predominantly consists
of products, equipment and accessories for professional use. The most popular product is the S26 dust
extractor, but the entire A series of air purifiers is also
a favourites. Another key product is the 3-phase dust
extractor T7500. The programme currently consists of
nearly 50 different basic models and there are different

Production can become a bottleneck
Pullman Ermator is currently grappling lack of space in
Smedjebacken, which has about 30 employees. “With
the pressure we are experiencing now in orders makes
it busy days in production,” said chief executive Petra
Bengtsson. “It is important that the components come
into line with the actual devices they will be mounted
on for shipment to customers. But it quickly becomes
full production and we will need to expand our production premises pretty soon. It may seem like a pleasant
problem but can cause a lot of problems if products sold
cannot be delivered. However, we have so far managed
to keep delivery times pretty good.”
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T7500 is also
a popular
product.

Many concrete cutters use Pullman’s wet vacuums. This particular product was manufactured
in 1969 and the concept is still very popular.

versions of some models. In the US Pullman Ermator
has been very successful with the new propane-powered
vacuum cleaner. The company is constantly working to
improve the product range and in time for the exhibition World of Concrete will release three new models.
Akermark said that he believes that the current upturn
in Scandinavia will continue for another three years.
Rest of Europe with Germany and the United States
looks very promising, and the increase will be gradual
in the coming three years.

www.pullman-ermator.se

The wet
vacuum W70.

THE SMART TECHNOLOGY
FOR SURFACE PREPARATION
MILLING / PLANING
· RM-400 - 400mm working width
· Built for high production on
concrete and asphalt
· Hydrostatic-drive

GRINDING/REMOVING
· RM-320 - 320mm working width
· Successful grinding/planing of
concrete and asphalt
· Large variety of cutters
· Self-propelled
hydrostatic power

POLISHING

More than 400 visitors
for RM demonstrations
Over 400 international Rubble Master
dealers and customers recently assembled
at the company’s headquarters in Linz for
demonstrations of the latest generation of
RM crushers in a variety of applications
from natural stone to various recycling
materials.
The star was the RM 120GO!.
Weighing 35t and with a capacity of up
to 350 t/h, it offers a compact alternative
to other crushers in this performance
class. “One of the main goals in the development of the RM 120GO! was the
flexible range of use of the mobile RM
crusher in both recycling and processing
of natural stone,” said Rubble Master
founder and chief executive Gerald
Hanisch.
Spec2App was also on show and was
developed to for optimum recycling of
natural stone, construction and demolition waste, basalt or ceramic tiles with a
single crusher. “The basis is our platform
strategy with which we can fulfil an
extremely wide variety of requirements

in the crushing and recycling industry,”
said Hanisch. “Spec2App is like a toolkit
full of USPs with a 100 % degree of standardisation.” This means that customers
can equip their RM impact crushers
with a vibro-channel system, special
wear-resistant lining, an environmental
package or active pre-screen, depending
on their respective requirements.
A new form of smart machine
communication RM GO! SMART was
also presented. The basic version, which
will be available from the beginning
of 2017, enables the monitoring of
the performance and status of the key
machine parameters using commercially
available smartphones and tablets. The
presentation of the Plus and Premium
versions gave customers and dealers an
insight into the future. Besides guided
service and troubleshooting routines
directly via smartphone, customers will
be able to be informed proactively about
activities and receive spare parts prompts
directly from the machine.

· BS-800 - 800mm working width
· Concrete surfaces
· Terrazzo, marble
· Unique patented planetary
system

SAFETY GROOVING /
SURFACE CORRECTION

· SM-320 - 320mm working width
· Where cars, people, airplanes
and animals go
· The diamond-drum
concrete shaver
All equipment with dust collection systems!
FOR SURFACE PREPARATION
www.airtec.ch - info@airtec.ch
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DEMOLITION & RECYLING EQUIPMENT
Hydraram develops and produces over more than 20 years attachments for use in demolition- & recycling
industries. We supply a complete line of hydraulic attachments for each excavator from 1 to 200 tons.

•
•
•
•
•
•

New attachments
Used attachments
Rental
Service & maintenance
Repairs
Spareparts

WORLDWIDE DEALER NETWORK
HYDRARAM b.v.
Meander 7
9231 DB Surhuisterveen
The Netherlands

Tel. +31 512-365981
Fax +31 512-365761
www.hydraram.com
info@hydraram.com

DA-Goldmember 2016

HYDRODEMOLITION 2016
Sweden is the home of two manufacturers of hydrodemolition
robots that are well know around the world today: One of them
is Aquajet that has recently launched two machines, Aqua
Cutter 410V and Aqua Cutter 710V XL. The other one is Conjet
which proves its worth on different job sites, both in Sweden
and around the world.

The Aqua Cutter 710V
XL has 200mm wider
track base and 170mm
longer tracks.

Aquajet launches

two new Aqua Cutters
Aquajet is launching the new Aqua Cutter 410V hydrodemolition robot, which is a combination of the
existing 410A and 710V models. However, the 410V is
much lighter and smaller compared to the original 710V,
making it ideal for operations, especially in confined
areas, such as shafts and furnaces.
The Aqua Cutter 410V has been designed for
applications to replace hand lances. Its small size and
low weight allow the robot to easily pass through narrow passages, or operate from scaffolding. It can reach
all horizontal, vertical and overhead areas up to 4m
without support.
The robot has a 3D positioning system that the operator to reach all areas with the front power head. One
example is vertical operations along or against the surface.

With its compact design the Aqua Cutter 410V can
be operated in confined areas, with retained mobility.
For vertical and overhead operations the 410V has a
steel mast that can operate at heights up 4m without
support, and further with support.
The power control module can be disconnected
from the tracked crawler. This allows the crawlermounted robot to be manoeuvred into inhospitable
environments, such as small tunnels and flooded sewer
pipes. The robot can be operated from a safe distance
with a radio remote control cable ensuring complete
control of the robot in all operational movements.
In addition Aquajet has added the Aqua Cutter 710V XL, named Bigfoot because it features a
larger footprint than the original 710 and can handle

more reaction force. The Aqua Cutter 710V XL has
200mm wider track base and 170mm longer tracks,
which gives it 23% more ground area compared to
the original 710.
The Aqua Cutter classic control system includes
an intelligent sensing control system with no cables or
electronic sensors outside the enclosed engine hood.
It also contains the 30° EDS roller that keeps a set
distance between the jetting nozzle and the concrete
to be removed.
The classic control system makes it easy to program
the robot and all speeds are set manually with hydraulic
valves. It is easy to program and determine the operation
width and area thanks to mechanical stoppers on the
front roller beam.

Repair of quay

with Conjet robots
Gävle Stad is the owner of the quay running inside
the harbour in Gävle, a Swedish city on the coast
of the Baltic Sea, some 170km north of the capital,
Stockholm. The 300m long quay wall needed to be
repaired and strengthened for a new marina for leisure
boats to dock. The work was completed in two phases
and involved removing 100 mm of concrete from the
top of the 700mm wide beam and replaced with fresh
concrete for added strength.
The project was awarded to the contractor, Svensk
Sjöentreprenad, who subcontracted the hydrodemolition to Waterjet Entreprenad using a Conjet Robot 557
together with a Conjet super silenced pump. The Robot
557 was chosen because it could easily follow the uneven
area next to the quay. This was important, as the top of
the quay was too narrow for the robot.
The concrete strength varied from an estimated
25MPa to 30MPa and the hydrodemolition process

The Robot 557 operates on the uneven surface.

revealed some deep weaker pockets of concrete. The operator controlled all functions of the Robot 557 and pump

using Conjet’s wireless communication system and set the
program to direct the concrete debris towards the landside.
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Idrobase’s Tornado for hydroblasting

The cold water pressure washer Tornado is one of the
new products from Idrobase Group. Presented in its
new ‘Catalogue of Solutions 2017/18’ it is mainly used
for hydroblasting applications such as cleaning concrete
surfaces concrete, cutting concrete, renovation, sanding
and surface hydroscarification.
Tornado is used especially in foundries and mines
and quarries for cleaning machinery, rotary disk filters,
conveyor belts, dust removal, and cooling of drilling
tools on excavation heads.
This high power pressure washer is available in
three versions: Tornado EM electrical, Tornado ST
diesel and Tornado diesel. Tornado EM electrical can
be moved from room to room thanks to its wheels. It
is available in four models with variable pressure from
400bar to 1,000bar and flow rate from 38litre/min to
15litre/min according to models that have the same
power of 30kW. This version has a triplex horizontal

pump with ceramic coated steel plungers and asynchronous 3-phase motor.
The Tornado ST diesel can reach up to 1,000bar
pressure with flow rate of 19litre/min. The Tornado
Diesel models have a variable pressure from 330bar to
500bar and a flow rate from 26litre/min to 37litre/min.

EcoClear
reduces
turbidity
The Conjet Robot is positioned and ready to execute
the removal down to 30mm.

Preparation for cathodic protection

using Conjet
equipment
The Swedish port of Kapellskär is about 80km north of
the capital, Stockholm. A large number of trucks use this
port as it shortens the time at sea, compared to using
the port from city centre in Stockholm. A large number
of ferry boats for Finland dock here which makes Kapellskär an important logistic part of the infrastructure
around the Stockholm area.
The port authority, Stockholm Hamn identified
the need for repairs to the quay wall and awarded a
contract to remove damaged concrete to the specialist
hydrodemolition contractor Waterjet Entreprenad. All
the surface concrete cover of the main beams, crossbeams
and underside of the quay, to a depth of approximately
30mm and with a strength of around 35MPa, needed to
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be removed to make way for the installation of cathodic
protection.
Waterjet Entreprenad used a Conjet Robot 557 on
the main and crossbeams, while a Conjet Nalta Jetframe
101 was used to treat the surface under the quay and
beam sides. The Nalta was chosen as space under the
quay was very limited and in some instances where the
Nalta could not reach hand lancing was used.
Two high-pressure pumps supplied the water to the
hydrodemolition units. For the Robot 557, Waterjet
chose to use the 500kW Conjet super silenced pump
rated at a pressure of 1040bar and flow rate of 262litre/
min and for the Nalta 101 a 120kW pump rated at
2,600bar and flow of 24litre/min.
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Swedish Hydrodemolition contracting specialist,
Nordisk Vattenbilning, is using Aquajet’s water
treatment system, EcoClear, to reduced turbidity
levels on a multi-storey car park renovation project
in Malmö Sweden.
The car park, being on top of the Hansa City
Mall, ruled out the use of jackhammers and other
noisy mechanical demolition equipment. The
job had to be done by hydrodemolition with the
water safely discharged back to the city’s run-off
water system at a preferred turbidity level of 20mg
particles/litre.
The concrete in the car park is suffering from
expanding rebars, due to constant salt penetration.
NVB has to remove over 900m3 of concrete to a
depth and 150mm on its project, which started
in January 2016 and scheduled for completion
in November. With EcoClear, NVB has achieved
a steady level of 15mg particles/litre, and could
automatically neutralize the water to pH 7.
“Without a modern water treatment system
such as EcoClear, we wouldn’t be in the Hansa
City Mall in the first place. We’re very pleased
with the system and everything is going according
to plan,” said NVB chief executive Jonas Bernin.
“The system enables us to compete on an entirely
new level. EcoClear is a game changer.”
EcoClear has been designed to work with
Aquajet’s range of robots, and is capable of handling a flow rate up to 20m3/h. In addition to
the EcoClear system, NVB is using an Aquajet
Aqua Cutter 710V and Power Pack 700 for the
Malmö project.

Diamond tools
Made in Germany

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC

helps PAM

Chicago Pneumatic breaking and drilling tools are
playing an integral role in the positioner activator manipulator carrier system for breaking out concrete on
vertical and overhead surfaces.
The PAM carrier system, built by RNP Industries
in Canada, incorporates a CP4611 rivet buster and
CP0022 rock drill secured to an air-over-hydraulic powered two-piece arm that reduces or isolates vibrations,
depending on the model of air tool. The system is distributed in the UK by STM based in Tring, Hertfordshire.
“The traditional approach to concrete repairs and
removal is with hand-held electric breakers and chipping
tools, but because of the high level of hand/arm vibration
the tools can only be operated for a short period of time,
thus limiting productivity and increasing the manpower
requirement. With the PAM system there are no such limi-

tations. Typical vibration levels are just 2.5m/s2 to 2.7m/
s2,” said STM director Peter Bennett. “We fit CP tools as
standard, as in my experience they are the most powerful
and well-engineered in their class. Added to this, there was
the advantage of CP’s sales and service operation being
located so near to our own. The benefit of this proximity

was realised in the close collaboration of all parties and clear
lines of communication on the project” said Peter Bennett.
STM confirmed that other working tools from
the CP range, including the CP0009 versatile rotary
hammer will be offered as a standard option with sales
or hire of PAM carrier systems.

Rammer in post office
demolition project

RAMMER rises to the challenge
A Rammer 777 breaker fitted to a modified Komatsu PC
138-8 excavator has been used in Australia by Adelaide
based contractor McMahon Services on demolition
projects at the Adelaide Convention Centre as part of
the facility’s modernization programme.
The combination was used to demolish the Plenary Building’s four circular stair structures, each 8m
diameter and 13m high, and demolish concrete walls
up to 250mm thick. The Plenary Building was built in
1987 and is being replaced with a multi-purpose 3,500
seating facility.
To reach the stairs, the excavator was fitted with a
16m long boom, which required a smaller than usual
breaker to ensure the excavator’s safe working load was
not exceeded. The excavator was also fitted with an
extended undercarriage to improve the load bearing
capacity on the suspended concrete floor slab.
The Rammer 777 was purchased and specifically
matched to the excavator just for this project. “It was
important that we had the right weight, power and
capacity in the breaker to remove the concrete stairwells
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and slabs efficiently,” said McMahon Services national
business development and brand manager Ryan Brown.
“We worked closely with Renex, the Rammer dealer in
South Australia, to ensure we achieved the best outcome,
fitting in with our existing equipment and helping us
develop innovative solutions. It’s not just about picking
up something off the shelf, but making sure that the
product comes together and works seamlessly with our
other equipment.”
“The most critical factor was matching the weight
of the hammer to the modified excavator to ensure
the machine didn’t tip at full reach over the side of the
tracks,” said Renex Rammer specialist Daniel Drew.
Brown said that the Rammer 777 supplied by
Renex worked very well in this application. “It helped
us to achieve our programme, so that we finished the
project according to the client’s requirements,” said
Brown. “And the service we received from Renex was
outstanding, not only the advice and assistance in
matching the breaker to our particular task, but also its
backup and support.”
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A Rammer 5011 hydraulic hammer has played a pivotal
role in the demolition of a former post office in the
German city of Mannheim. Local company InduRec
on behalf of Diringer and Scheidel undertook most of
the dismantling work, which involved the removal of
around 50,000t of demolition material to the company’s
own recycling plant.
The main challenge was dealing with the 8m deep
underground car park. This was demolished primarily
by a Rammer 5011 hydraulic hammer purchased specifically for the project by InduRec managing director
Thomas Lück.
The hammer, with its high impact force, proved
to be the ideal solution for the difficult demolition
task. The automatic pressure control valve generates a
constant operating pressure, delivering full output for
every impact.
The vibration and sound-suppressed housing offers
greater noise insulation, making it ideal for use in a
residential area. Vibration levels of the 3.9t hammer were
recorded on the Mannheim site and acoustic measurements taken and found to be substantially lower than
smaller 3t hammers.
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After 40 years of innovation:
A compact and powerful
demolition robot
with built-in intelligence

INTRODUCING:

In 1976 we promised to give super powers to some of the hardest working people
on earth. We’ve kept that promise by continuously listening to our customers and
providing them with innovative solutions year after year. Now we’re introducing our
latest addition: The Brokk 110. Built to face anything in its way, the Brokk 110 features
a new, robust design, more power and Brokk SmartPower™ – an ‘intelligent’ new
electronic system that ensures a more consistent power supply. At the same time, the
Brokk 110 is compact enough to go where no demolition robot has gone before.
Discover a more intelligent future at www.brokk.com

Brokk AB Skellefteå Sweden | www.brokk.com

Eibenstock management (left to
right) Uwe Hetzel, Export Manager,
Thomas Lässig, Head of Marketing
& Sales Controlling, Lothar Lässig,
General Manager, Hendrik Kreutel,
Managing Director Sales and
Marketing.

In 2012 Eibenstock made headlines when it announced a takeover of Dr. Bender, a prominent German
manufacturer of high-frequency motors and drilling and
sawing systems. This move allowed Eibenstock to gain a
foothold in the segment of high-frequency equipment.
Two years later the company further expanded its facilities by opening a new production hall for drill motors.
Over the course of the last 23 years Eibenstock has
invested €25M in expansions and acquisitions.

Power tools for every task

EIBENSTOCK:

Power that brings the walls down
Life of East Germans in the 20th century was fraught with tragedy
and hardship. Many businesses were blown off the map by the
wind of change, but Eibenstock survived and prospered.
Andrei Bushmarin reports.
When the bloodiest conflict in human history was over,
they found themselves trapped behind the Berlin Wall.
After a moment of rejoicing when it finally came down
in 1989, the country was faced with a herculean task
of reintegrating the Eastern provinces. At this point
companies from East Germany found themselves at a
disadvantage to their western counterparts.
Eibenstock is both the name of the locality in Saxony
at the boarder with the Czech Republic and that of its biggest employer. This is a tranquil area full of pine forests and
hot springs. It was in these idyllic surroundings that one
of Germany’s leading manufacturers of power tools set up
its headquarters as the World War II was winding down.

a time for opportunity for those who were ready to embrace the
changes. Lothar Lässig was such a man. A sanitary engineer by
education, he had worked for Eibenstock for a few years before
becoming its managing director, or the operations director as
it was then called in the GDR in 1984.
When the Berlin Wall fell and the new economic reality
emerged, Lässig made a bold move to re-privatise the company. This decision took vision and guts, but as a passionate
and successful practitioner of Greco-Roman wrestling for
over 20 years, Lässig possessed both in abundance. So in 1993
amidst the chorus of doomsday predictions, Lässig, with a
staff of 24, set about reinventing the company.

A hundred-year history

Ever since Lässig took the helm, Eibenstock’s business kept
growing at an average annual rate of 10%. In 1994, the
manufacturer expanded the existing factory by adding a new
workshop. In the early 2000s, Eibenstock diversified into the
diamond drilling business when it took over local company
Vakuum Technik, which specialised in making drill stands
for core drilling systems and various customized machinery.
Around that time Eibenstock also opened a new production area for drill motors and a hardening shop. In 2004,
the company commissioned another production unit in the
neighbouring Morgenröthe, which had its own foundry.

Eibenstock was founded as a private company in Leipzig
in 1919 by Martin Hönnecke and in 1944 moved its
operations to Eibenstock. The GDR was a secretive state,
so little is known about Eibenstock progress under the
communist regime.. But it was the first manufacturer
in the country to design a hand-held polisher featuring
a 60° gearbox in 1952.
Another milestone came in 1960 when Eibenstock
became the first company in the GDR to start producing
impact drills on an industrial scale. As the planned economy
dictated, Eibenstock was nationalized in 1972 with the task
of producing high-quality power tools for professional users. The company lived up to the government’s expectations
by making its brand famous in the country and beyond.
The manufacturer regularly won awards at international
exhibitions in Leipzig and Moscow.

Post-communist era

Power tools have been Eibenstock’s core business for
almost a century. Over this period the manufacturer
has accumulated a wealth of experience in tool making
and has built a comprehensive portfolio of equipment.
It ranges from hand-held and rig-based drilling systems
to grinding, polishing and milling machines to mixing
stations, sanders and industrial vacuum cleaners.
In accordance with the company’s stringent quality control policy, over 90% of components used in
Eibenstock power tools are made at its own facilities in
Germany. Eibenstock particularly excels with drill motors. Eibenstock motors, for wet and dry applications,
incorporate features, such as metal gearbox, cutting-edge
electronics, optical overload indication, temperature
control, overcurrent cut-off, a service LED indicator, a
mechanical safety clutch and an integrated dust extraction/water supply connection. An inbuilt locking switch
allows for continuous operation in the rig-based mode.
Although concrete sawing and drilling specialists are probably the most important target group
for Eibenstock, they are not the only one. Plumbers,
electricians, soil remediation specialists, landscape
constructors and stonemasons could also benefit from
Eibenstock solutions.

Big and growing
The Eibenstock group currently has 500 employees
worldwide, with 350 working at the German facilities.
The company’s products are sold in over 70 countries. In
Europe, the biggest consumers are Western and Central
European countries, Scandinavia, the UK and Italy.
India has a particular significance for Eibenstock
as in 2010, the company entered a joint venture agreement with the Indian company Positron to distribute
Eibenstock machinery in this fast-growing market.
North America is another important market and has
been present since 1997 when it joined with Connecticutbased CS Unitec to promote Eibenstock products. CS
Unitec has proved to be very successful after nearly 20 years
of cooperation, and remains the exclusive distributor of
Eibenstock products in the US. Now the German manufacturer is looking at South America for further growth.
As for internal expansion, the company has invested
€3.1M in a customer education and training centre in
Eibenstock. The project is underway with completion expected within two years. The company is also continuing
with product development and is focusing on designing
high-frequency equipment for construction applications.

www.eibenstock.com

The fighter
A new chapter in Eibenstock’s history began in 1993 after the
collapse of the Soviet Union and the subsequent disintegration
of the Eastern Bloc. This moment in history was difficult for
everyone living in the so-called post-Soviet space, but it was also
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Eibenstock Vakuum Technik – a manufacturing
company within the Eibenstock group specialising
in core drilling systems
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Eibenstock’s headquarters and factory.

FAST AND DURABLE: CC 5000
High cutting forces, short cycle times and an optimized design
for durability and reliability even in toughest applications.
www.atlascopco.com

Clean Perfection

FROM JAPAN
Japan is an amazing country
for visitors from the west. It is
so very different, yet so easy
to fall in love with its culture,
people and nature. PDi Editor
in chief, Jan Hermansson,
reports on his visit that
included time with the concrete cutting machinery and
diamond tool manufacturer
Shibuya Company.
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Japan can be described in one word: Clean. The streets
are clean, the infrastructure in general is well organised
and everything seems to work smoothly and most of all
on time. Japanese food is also clean and often served in
an artistic way as appearance is also just as important
as the taste. And the Japanese people have a clean appearance, are very friendly and open to help with great
hospitality.

Shibuya Company, one of
the largest in its field in Japan
Shibuya is a well-organised company with a strong and
extensive product range and considerable expertise in
the development and manufacture of concrete cutting equipment and diamond tools. The Company
is located in a city called Hatsukaichi just outside
Hiroshima city in the South West region of Japan.
Hiroshima city has a population of about 1M while the
surrounding Hiroshima area has about 3M, including
the 120,000 living in Hatsukaichi. It is easy to reach
Hiroshima by air or the bullet train Shinkansen. Hi-
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roshima is about 800 km from Tokyo and takes about
4h by the Shinkansen.
Hatsukaichi is situated on the slopes of a mountain
directly on the shore of an inland sea that has direct
connection with the Pacific Ocean. The Shibuya factory
is located very close to the port and is facing Mayajima
Island with is famous Itsukushima Shrine.
Shibuya is one of Japan’s leading manufacturers of
diamond tools and concrete sawing and drilling equipment. Internationally Shibuya is best known for its wide
range of electric core drilling systems. Currently it is
mainly core drilling systems that are exported, while
diamond tools and other machinery are sold domestically. The company has about 160 employees, 100 in the
head office and factory in Hatsukaichi and the remainder
in the seven branch offices throughout the country. Each
branch office has a sales department, workshops and
after market support. More complicated repairs and
service work is carried out at the central service centre at
the factory. The shortest delivery time on repairs is three
days, two days delivery and one day repair.

Shibuya Company president Norikazu Shibuya.

The majority of the staff of the Shibuya plant
in Hatsukaichi.

On the island Itsukushima, popularly known as Miyajima, just outside Hatsukaichi in Hiroshima Prefecture is the
Itsukushima Shinto Shrine located. Miyajima is best known for its “floating” torii gate on the picture.

Almost 90 and still working
The Shibuya family name is well known in Japan and
dates back to the 7th Century and people carrying the
name Shibuya are normally related to the original family.
Founder of the Shibuya Company Katsuji Shibuya, now
89 years old, wrote a book about the family history. “It
took me 13 years to write the book and it was published
in 2003. It tells the story about the family name and
the history about how I started the company,” said
Katsuji Shibuya.
He said that it was his wife Masako that derived
from the Shibuya family and he changed his surname to
her’s. Katsuji Shibuya started his working life as a science
teacher in a junior high school. At the beginning of the
1950s he left teaching and started to sell agricultural
tools and machines. After a while he became a distributor of Kubota agricultural machines. He was very
successful in his business and became the number one
distributor for Kubota agricultural equipment in Japan.
In the 1950s the food industry was dominating
in the Hiroshima area, but in the following decade the

Shibuya Company founder Katsuji Shibuya in his
office with his book about the Shibuya family.
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The Shibuya executive management team. Front row from the left: Akinori
Shibuya, Norikazu Shibuya, Haruyoshi Arita. Back row from the left: Hirotaka
Nasu, Toshihiko Suganuma, Yoshihiro Uotani and Akira Honma.

Core bit performance tested.

Teppanyaki, Hiroshima style.

city and the whole region transformed. New types of
manufacturing industries evolved and concrete became
a more and more common construction material. “In
the 1950s most of the houses where built of wood, but
when concrete rapidly became the preferred building
material I realized that this is the future. With concrete
the need of new types of machinery increased fast,” said
Katsuji Shibuya.
He wanted to be part of this development and
wanted to start his own production and be less dependent on other manufacturers. He saw an opportunity
after selling US Rigid and Milwaukee’s machines for
many years. In 1969 he set up his first production
of drill motors. The first drill motor was called TS-1.
After a couple of years TS-1 was remodelled and that
gave sales a boost. The demand for concrete sawing and
drilling equipment increased dramatically. Along with
successful production and sales the company grew fast.
During the first two decades Shibuya products were
mainly sold domestically but the export business started
to grow after 1978.
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From the left Shibuya director of diamond
tool R&D Hisashi Okino and director of
mechanical R&D Hideo Kawashima.

The development of machines for concrete sawing
and drilling took off and currently Shibuya has about
15 different base models of complete drill systems, a
number of different accessories, like automatic feed
systems, vacuum pads, drill stands and water collection rings. Shibuya also manufactures wall and wire
saws and a large range of different types of diamond
tools. About 50% of the production is drill systems,
other machines and accessories and the other 50% is
diamond tools. In Japan Shibuya is very strong on
diamond tools and one of the biggest suppliers to the
Japanese market. The company has been making core
bits for over two decades and is the lead supplier of
core bits in Japan. The company also started diamond
blade production in 2004.

Going Global
Katsuji Shibuya’s son Norikazu, who joined the company after his studies at the University of Pennsylvania,
US, focused on build the company’s export business.
In 1978 the first shipments of machines were delivered
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to Asian countries, such as South Korea, Hong Kong
and Singapore and Shibuya’s drill systems are now sold
worldwide. Europe is a growing market but the biggest
export market is the US. The distributor for the US and
Canada is company DITEQ Diamond Tools & Equipment. The company is also currently looking after the
South American market.
Shibuya’s priority is to increase exports from its
current 10%. The remaining 90% of the production is
sold domestically. About 50% of the export share goes
to the US market. “We want to grow on all foreign
markets, but particularly in Europe and US and we want
to build up a steady foothold, particularly in Germany
and Scandinavia,” said Norikazu Shibuya.
Currently the company has about 30 distributors
around the world. The Russian market is also big and
the sales amount in 2015 was the number two after
the U.S. One reason why Shibuya wants to increase
exports has to do with the current situation in Japan.
“The population of Japan is actually decreasing rather
dramatically. The population is rather old on average

The central service department in Hatsukaichi caters for larger repairs, while
most service and repair is taken care of by
branch offices throughout the country.

Overseas sales and marketing team. Front row from the left: Kosuke Omori,
Yuki Nakao and Toshihiko Suganuma. Back row from the left: Akinori
Shibuya, Koji Sawamoto and Takashi Aritome.

The TS-403
which is
a popular
product for
export along
with TS-252.

Massive core drilling at a
railway project in Malaysia.

and too few children are being born. We cannot only
depend on our domestic market for this reason,” said
Norikazu Shibuya. Currently Japan has a population
of around 120M and if things proceed, as now the
Japanese population will decrease by 40% in the next
80 years.
Despite a decreasing population the domestic concrete cutting market looks quite promising in the near
future. There are about 1800 concrete cutting firms and
around 5500 demolition firms in Japan currently using
quite old equipment that needs replacing in the following three to five years. Tokyo, a city of 13M inhabitants,
is also organising the Olympic games in 2020, which will
require some new infrastructure, buildings and arenas.
The games will also attract foreign visitors and increase
tourism. Besides this the construction industry in Japan
is experiencing an upturn with a lot of activity going on
almost all over the country.
So far Shibuya is mainly known for their core
drilling systems including drill motors, drill stands
and a large range of accessories, but they are aiming

Application picture from Malaysia.
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Core drills made ready
for delivery to a client.

Retipping of used core bit.

Core drilling project in the US.

The R&D department at the
Shibuya factory in Hatsukaichi.

Core drills from the Shibuya Company.
The popular TS-092
core drill system from
Shibuya Company.

From the assembly line of drill motors.

to increase their exports of other products. As their
different products achieve CE approval the export
range will be increased. “We will work hard to increase the variety of products to be CE approved,”
said Norikazu Shibuya.
He also said that they are planning to expand
exporting their diamond tools. Diamond tools is
a tough market with so many low priced brands.
But he is convinced that Shibuya tools offer better
life and performance then many other brands. “We
don’t sell our diamond tools on price but quality
and that goes for everything that we produce,” said
Norikazu Shibuya.
Shibuya built the head office and factory in Hatsukaichi about 15 years ago. Office, production area,
storage and service centre measures about 10,000 m2.
Before that head office and production was separated in
three locations nearby. “Bringing everything together in
one place and also the location close to the harbour has
helped a lot to increase efficiency and handling,” said
Norikazu Shibuya.
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The Company has a high level of in-house production. A few components are bought from mainly
Japanese suppliers. Most of the tools are standard, but
quite a number of the diamond tools are tailor made
for some larger Japanese concrete cutters. The manufacturing machines are modern and state-of-the-art.
The smallest drill motor TS-092 is very popular in the
Japanese market, while the medium class TS-252 and
large class TS-403 are mainly for export.

New Products
Norikazu Shibuya said that the drill motor programme is being constantly updated and new models
will be launched in the near future. The company
also has wall sawing machine models and working
on expanding the product range. “In these terms
we are all talking electrically driven machines as
hydraulics are on a downfall. We still have a few hydraulic units, but they are only sold for very special
projects,” said Norikazu Shibuya. To complement
Shibuya’s diamond tools a new type of segment, with
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increased performance and life, Shibuya work day in
day out on R&D.
Shibuya is still a family owned business and founder
Katsuji Shibuya still works every day in the office. “I want
him to stay active despite his age and I know he loves his
work,” said Norikazu Shibuya. Besides Norikazu and his
father Norikazu’s two sons, Kazuyoshi and Akinori hold
management positions in the company. And his two
brothers-in-law also work in the company.
In 2016 the anticipated turnover for Shibuya
will reach above US$30M (€27M) and the target is
to increase the export share up to 20 % of the total
turn over in the coming five years. “I know that we
have range of very good products built with Japanese
expertise and perfection in all aspects. Our customers
are not let down, as all our products work well, are
easy to use and are reliable and easy to service and
repair. We are striving to build even better tools and
machines, widen our product range and increase our
presence in both developing and developed countries,”
said Norikazu Shibuya.

Over 10 years

of manufacturing and constant

innovation

We are dedicated to providing outstanding customer service and are committed to be true innovators.

We offer quality, support, and service to each customer.

ASL specializes in producing high-standard Floor Grinders,
Polishers and Surface Preparation Products.

aslmachinesusa.com | info@aslmachinesusa.com | (866) 275-0446

Remote Controlled Demolition Robots
Breithornstrasse 10, D-8185 München, Germany
Phone: +49 (0)89-427 205 50

info@toptec-germany.de • www.toptec-germany.de

In the hall of the

MOUNTAIN KING

The Hilti Group recently celebrated its 75th anniversary at its picture perfect
mountain landscape based headquarters in Schann, Liechtenstein.
PDi Editor Vitor Hermasson reports.
On my first day I pass by the headquarters and head
to Vaduz, the small capital in an already very small
country. It is here that the Hilti Art Foundation is
located, a snow white building subterraneously connected to Liechtenstein Museum of Fine Arts. Here are
works of art by great artists such as Gaugin, Magritte
and Picasso. The building is a piece of art on its own
right, with its cubical shape and sunlit stairway in its
centre. The building was constructed to preserve and
add to the experience, with its diverse wall colours and
carefully planned lighting and temperature. The visit
ended with a dinner at restaurant Torkel, with a view
over the vineyard and the mountains that by night
had turned blue.
Next day was the visit to headquarters to meet
Hilti group directors Michael Hilti, Christoph Loos
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and Stefan Nöken with a short welcome speech on
Hilti’s current state and future visions. This followed the
innovation show, to present new products at separate
seminars including one on demolition.
Two of the machines presented were TE 800-AVR
and TE 1000-AVR breakers that offer great power to
weight ratio. They are equipped with active vibration
reduction and Hi Drive technology, which consists of
a lightweight motor, consistent power and electronic
power steering. The breakers are used with the wave
chisels TE SP-SM whose polygon shape makes them
self-sharpening for a longer life, faster drilling and fewer
interruptions.
The PR 2-HS A12, a durable rotating laser with
360° drop resistance was also on show. Powered by
fast-charging 12V Li-ion batteries, the laser has a one
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button operation, easy setup and intuitive alignment
procedures. Additional machines presented were TECD and TE-YD, two hollow self cleaning drill bits, and
DD 350-CA and DD 500-CA core drilling machines
equipped with CutAssist, an automated technology that
allows the user to handle other tasks simultaneously, and
the X-Change module, that allows core retipping with an
easy click-and-lock mechanism. The AG 150-A36 and
AG 125-A36, two cordless angle grinders with brushless
motors and the latest 36V Li-ion batteries where also
demonstrated.
The visit concluded with a visit to the innovation
centre followed with a panel discussion on industry
trends with Hilti executive board members Jan Doongaji
and Stefan Nöken, and head of research and development Andreas Bong.

Hilti Group President Christoph Loos.

Stefan Nöken, member of Hilti Group
Executive Board.
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Husqvarna cuts

OLYMPIC ARENA TO PIECES

Husqvarna has played a major role in removing the
concrete floor from the former 1994 Olyimpic Vikingskipet arena in Lillehammer, Norway. The Norwegian
contractor Øst-Riv was commissioned with removing
the 10,000m2 concrete floor.
Since the Olympics, the skating arena, with a capacity
of up to 20,000 visitors, has been used for various sporting events as well as concerts and exhibitions. But for
several years the cooling pipes embedded in the concrete
floor have been leaking and the Municipality of Hamar

decided to invest NOK70M (€7.7M) in a major renovation. “A high production rate was key for this project, as
we only had three weeks to complete this huge task,” said
Øst-Riv project manager Terje Østdal. The contractor’s
team worked two shifts a day using four Husqvarna floor
saws, two FS 7000 Ds, one FS 8400 and one FS 6600,
equipped with Husqvarna F 1410 Diagrip and F 1440
Diagrip blades. The FS 7000Ds were equipped with 1m
diameter Husqvarna diamond blades for a maximum cutting depth of 411mm.The total cutting length amounted

to around 8km, as the 200mm thick slab was cut into
over 1000 pieces each of 3m x 3m square.
“The concrete floor was heavily reinforced and ØstRiv had to use a couple more blades than expected, but
we and Øst-Riv are both very happy with the speed and
lifetime of the blades,” said Husqvarna Construction
Products salesman Frode Findahl. “Initially the cutting
process was a little slow, but we soon advanced to really
good production rates and managed to finish the cutting
job in only two weeks instead of three,” said Østdal.

D-DRILL IMPROVES PORT SECURITY
The UK drilling and sawing services contractor D-Drill
has assisted Associated British Ports with the installation
of a new passenger X-ray scanner at its Ocean Terminal
in Southampton.
D-Drill, working with Vear Construction, had
to drill 42 holes of various dimensions, and diamond
saw cut nine openings through the existing reinforced
concrete floor slab to enable new mechanical and
electrical installations. The work was completed in
just one extended day shift to comply with the tight
programme.
“This is another project where our skills and experience were required,” said D-Drill branch manager John
Barber. “The drilling and sawing work was fairly straight
forward, but the key was ensuring that there was no
damage or mess left within the lounge area. That meant
preparation of an effective water/slurry containment
system was of paramount importance as the area was
in daily use. The job ran extremely smoothly and we are
delighted to have played a role in a key development
for the port.” “We were very pleased with the service
we received from D-Drill. The key to this job was having it completed in a timely fashion and ensuring that
there was no mess left behind,” said Vear Construction
representative Peter Smith.
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FULL THROTTLE
When you have a job to do, it gets done. No excuses, no delays. National Equipment is your go-to
partner for a complete line of American-made surface preparation machines that are built with
rigor. With our superior customer support and training, it will be full steam ahead at any job site.
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nationalequipment.com
Main: 763.315.5300 | Toll Free: 800.245.0267 | Fax: 800.648.7124

6280HD Gladiator

THE INNOVATORS IN SURFACE PREPARATION

ALL THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED IN ONE HAND
SHOT BLASTERS, STEEL BLASTERS, GRINDERS, SCARIFIERS, FLOOR STRIPPERS & DUST COLLECTORS

GRINDERS | FOR GRINDING AND POLISHING LARGE FLOORS AND OTHER SURFACES

SCARIFIERS | TO LEVEL LARGE SURFACES OR REMOVE THICK COATINGS

SHOT BLASTERS | TO CLEAN AND RETEXTURE CONCRETE OR ASPHALT

FLOOR STRIPPERS | TO REMOVE OLD FLOOR COVERINGS

WWW.BLASTRAC.EU • INFO@BLASTRAC.EU

Husqvarna’s new

WSC 40 WALL SAW CHAIN ATTACHMENT
Husqvarna has added the wall saw chain attachment
WSC 40 for use in combination with Husqvarna wall
sawing systems WS 482 HF and WS 440 HF. The
WSC 40 allows high precision cutting while avoiding
overcutting. At the same time, flush cutting in tight
places is possible.

“WSC 40 makes it possible to cut precise corners
without changing to a handheld cutter. This adds to
the flexibility for users,” said Husqvarna Construction Products global product manager construction
equipment Botilda Hellberg. The WSC 40, weighing
17.8kg, has great precision when cutting in concrete

and other building materials. Together with bar
and chain, it can also do flush cutting close to the
floor, ceiling or wall without the need to switch to
a handheld cutter. The chain speed is 28m/s and
maximum cutting depth is 400mmand minimum
cutting width is 200mm.
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DAEMO:

setting a good example
Ever since its foundation in 1989, attachment specialist Daemo
has been pursuing its goal of being a role model to its fellow Korean suppliers. Korea is a relatively new entrant to the demolition
attachment industry and, for a while, local brands were associated with cheapness rather than quality. Daemo has demolished
the preconception by becoming a major international player with
high-quality products. Andrei Bushmarin reports.
Industriousness is the word that best describes Koreans.
They are one of the most hard-working nations in the
world. Already at five in the morning buses in Seoul
are filled with people going to work. And often they do
not return home until very late. Koreans’ perseverance,
diligence and stamina were undoubtedly a big factor in
the economic miracle on the Han river.

A visionary
Daemo’s own miracle has a lot to do with the personality of its founder and creative force, Won-Hae Lee. An
engineer by education, he began his career in the 1980s
working for an importer of construction machinery. His
task was to find high-quality equipment unavailable in
Korea and to re-sell it in the local market.
Back then demolition attachments were scarce and
expensive. Most came from Japan and Europe and were
hardly affordable for local users. That was a niche in the
market that Won-Hae Lee spotted and, with four colleagues and a capital of $50,000 (€47,000), he founded
Daemo in 1989. The name Daemo can be translated
as ‘giving a good example’, and this was exactly that
Won-Hae Lee was going to achieve with his enterprise.

International aspirations from the get-go
The rookie manufacturer started out with producing
parts and components for hydraulic breakers, which it
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sold to a local excavator rental company. Then Won-Hae
Lee designed the first model of Daemo’s own hydraulic
breaker, which soon became the company’s signature
product. Three years into its existence, Daemo was
appointed a supplier to Hyundai Heavy Industries, a
cooperation that would last for decades.
An astute businessman, Won-Hae Lee realized
early on that as promising as the domestic market was,
Daemo would need to break into big time. In 1990, it
gained a foothold in North America by finding a dealer
there and, two years later, Won-Hae Lee went to Europe
to attend his very first Bauma. That was a brave move
considering that he only had a few copies of the product
catalogue in Korean and could barely speak English. But
fortune favours the bold, and Won-Hae Lee managed to
win over his first European customers there and then.

Fast growth through collaborations
The company grew fast and in 1997, it entered a cooperation agreement with Indian company Telcon, a TATAHitachi alliance, and India has been one of Daemo’s
biggest markets ever since. Within five years in the early
2000s, the Korean company set up overseas branches in
North America, China and Europe. The year 2005 saw the
beginning of another long-term and fruitful collaboration
as Daemo was appointed an OEM supplier to US-based
Breaker Technology, a part of the Astec Group.

RECYCLING EQUIPMENT

www.trevibenne.it

DIAMOND Tools
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aster

www.kern-deudiam.de

Daemo’s President Won-Hae Lee receives “Steel Tower Industrial Medal”
- a prestigious government award for businesses in Korea.
Hydraulic breakers are Daemo’s
signature product and a bestseller.

Daemo’s headquarters and production
facilities in Siheung-city, Korea.

Rotating shears are Daemo’s second
bestselling attachment.

Daemo’s famous “Demolition Terminator”.

In 2013, Daemo was awarded Steel Tower Industrial
Medal, a prestigious trophy for businesses in Korea. The
award recognised Daemo’s achievements in making
hydraulic attachments and contributing to the development of the country’s construction machinery industry.

dismantling various types of vehicles, it comes in three
models fitting 4t to 28t excavators. According to the
manufacturer, demand for it is particularly high in
China at present, the result of a government programme
aimed at recycling of old cars.

Total solution provider

Treating employees like family

Having achieved the status of a market leader in Korea,
Daemo is now cementing its position as a global player.
The company exhibits at all major shows in Europe,
North America and Asia, with its famous and nowcopied Demolition Terminator being a staple feature
at exhibitions. Daemo’s slogan ‘Total Solution Provider’
reflects the comprehensiveness of its attachment range.
Hydraulic breakers, which are marketed under the
brand name Alicon, remain the manufacturer’s flagship
product and a bestseller. Alicon breakers represent 27
years of manufacturing experience.
The DMS series of rotating shears is Daemo’s
second bestselling product. Available in seven models,
the shears fit carriers ranging in weight from 22t to 70t.
A very special attachment from the Korean manufacturer is a car dismantler. Designed specifically for

Daemo seems to have taken the old idea of treating
workers like family to its heart. The company is now
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Daemo exhibiting at Re-Tech, a recycling trade show
in Seoul.
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finishing the construction of a new manufacturing and
office complex, which it calls the Multi Techno Valley. Scheduled for opening in late 2017, it will house
two factories, a logistics centre and office and welfare
facilities, which include fitness centre, nursery, dormitory and canteen.
A believer in the notion of corporate responsibility, Won-Hae Lee is convinced that being of service to
society is the ultimate purpose of any business enterprise.
In line with his views, Won-Hae Lee has established a
scholarship programme in Yu Han school to support
talented and underprivileged students. He also donates
part of the company’s profits to a local charity.
This year Daemo expects sales revenue to reach
some €54M, with Asia, Middle East, North America and
Europe accounting for most of the sales. In 2017, Daemo
is going to launch another line of hydraulic breakers
bristling with many new features. Having analysed the
market trends, the manufacturer has noticed the growing use of compact machines, particularly in Europe.
Making small-sized attachments will be Daemo’s focus
in the short to middle term.

www.daemo.co.kr

ACCEPT NO
SUBSTITUTE
100+ SEMINARS • HANDS-ON TRAINING • TRAIN-THE-TRAINER • MASTER CERTIFICATES • INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS

It’s a fact: The most effective education program in the industry is at
World of Concrete. Use it to equip yourself with the information—and
certification—you need to stay at the top of your game and profitable
in the modern concrete marketplace. Explore the latest innovations in
technology, materials, techniques, and equipment and learn why there
is absolutely no substitute for a WOC Education.

At World of Concrete, KNOWLEDGE IS KING.
Register and plan your seminar schedule today.

»www.worldofconcrete.com
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LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER
LAS VEGAS, NV, USA
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modern, service-friendly design, ergonomic controls
and an intuitive digital display.
The machine comes equipped with a 2.9litre fourcylinder common rail Deutz turbo diesel engine that
meets Tier 4 / Stage IIIB 2 regulations while delivering
higher levels of torque. Weighing in at 1.1t to 1.35t, the
FS 7000 DL accommodates 900mm to 1.5m blades and
is designed for large-scale road building and renovation
projects. The floor saw comes with a single or three-speed
gearbox, with blade clutch, electronic tracking system on
the rear axel, a fifth wheel, light, water pump and weight
kits. The market launch was expected this autumn.

www.husqvarna.com

FLOOR SAWING:

An industry without borders
Floor sawing aka flat sawing in North America is the most widespread concrete processing technique in the world. And, unlike
wall and wire sawing, where the market is pretty much saturated,
the floor sawing industry still has plenty of room for new entrants
and innovations. Andrei Bushmarin reports.
Compliance to the latest emission regulations is now
a major concern for manufacturers of floor cutting
equipment. The industry’s trendsetters are upgrading
their ranges with the US Tier 4 final and EU Stage
IIIB- compliant models.

- agile and
EUROPE powerfulMulticut
floor cutters from Lissmac
For Germany-based Lissmac, making floor sawing
equipment is one of its core businesses. The latest
Multicut 550 and 600 series floor saws are packed with
innovative features. One is a new electro-hydraulic blade
lifting device. It permits using larger diameter saw blades
because the wheelbase is shorter compared to a conventional scissor design. Another highlight is a hydrostatic
drive, which ensures even and controlled propulsion. A
special feed lever for one-hand operation can be easily
switched for right and left hand cuts. Equipped with
a four-cylinder Hatz diesel engine, the new floor saws
comply with all current emission regulations.

A depth-cutting device is optionally available for
the bigger Multicut 600, enabling the use of blades with
diameters of 500mm to 1.2m. With a 1.2m blade, a
cutting depth of 515mm can be achieved. The steering wheel is central at the rear of the cutter, giving the
operator a clear view of the blade at all times. With its
hydraulic lift system and smooth axle steering, the heavy
machine can be easily manoeuvred.
The Multicut 500 comes in two configurations. The
basic MulticuT 500 G model has a switchable gearbox
and the Multicut 500 GH has a hydraulic port for a
dust collector. Depending on the type, various features
and accessories are available. The Multicu 600, which
comes with a switchable gearbox, features clockwise
and counter clockwise rotation and a neutral position.
A quick V-Belt change allows for a second rotational
speed. Blade guards of different sizes are available with
or without dust collector hook-ups. Other accessories
include water pump, slurry extraction system, spotlights,
rotating lights and diesel particulate filter.

www.lissmac.com

Husqvarna to launch a
new flagship model for large-scale jobs
Husqvarna’s new FS 7000 DL floor saw, succeeding
the FS 8400 D, has been designed to meet the latest
emission regulations. Following extensive field tests,
the FS 7000 DL has proved to be totally worthy of its
predecessor. According to Erik Edvardsson, Husqvarna’s
global floor saw product manager the FS 7000 DL is the
company’s large, deep-cutting floor saw for the future.
Built with a focus on operator comfort, it features a
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Wacker Neuson’s new floor saws
The new series of floor saws from Germany-based
Wacker Neuson includes the four models BFS735,
BFS940, BFS1345, and BFS1350 accommodating
blades from 350mm to 500mm in diameter. The
machines have hand-arm vibration values below 5m/s²
specified by the EU regulations. All models are equipped
with gasoline engines and the chassis is made from hightensile steel. Thanks to the infinitely adjustable cutting
depth from 120mm to 195 mm, the Wacker Neuson
saws are capable of making clean cuts in a wide range of
materials. A double-face water sprinkling system ensures
a long service life of the blade. The handle grip can be
adjusted to suit the operator’s height without any tools.

www.wackerneuson.com

Finally the grinding and polishing machine that does it all on its own!
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Automatic grinding of the whole working surface
Automatic planetary lifting with remote control
Automatic swinging function
Automatic reverse
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Automatic overlap
Great driving power
Precision edge grinding
Extreme maneuverability
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Diam Industries:
floor sawing the French way
The French supplier of concrete cutting and drilling solutions, Diam Industries, has added two new floor saws to its
product range. Designed for road and floor maintenance
applications, the SC350 and SC450 feature a power unit
mounted on a silent block chassis, a removable housing
for easy blade replacement, cutting depth indicator, water
tank and a through shaft on rear wheels for cutting asphalt
and various coatings. Powered by a 4/6.6kW Honda petrol
engine, the smaller SC350 accommodates 350mm blades
for a maximum cutting depth of 120mm. The bigger
SC450 is available in three configurations either with a
9.5kW Honda petrol engine, a 7.5kW Lombardini diesel
engine or a 5.5kW electric motor.

MERICA

NORTH A

www.diamindustries.com

Egun style!

Egun is an up-and-coming manufacturer from South
Korea with an innovative approach towards making
concrete cutting and surface preparation machinery.
The chassis of its latest floor saw C130-G is modelled
on a Korean military tank system, with tailor-made
wheels and a caterpillar track that allows operation on
uneven surfaces. Powered by a 97kW diesel engine,
the floor saw accommodates blades of to 1.75m in
diameter for a maximum cutting depth of 750mm.
Egun is a 21st century company that uses the Internet
and every known social media to promote its solutions. Its slogan ‘Egun style’ was chosen to evoke the
memories of Korea’s biggest international music hit
Gangnam style.

http://egunsystem.co.kr

Wolverine Equipment
introduces a two-way loop saw

In the UK Wolverine Equipment, which is part of the
Dixie Diamond-Concut Group, specializes in making
full-size loop saws, handsaws and power packs. This
autumn the company, based in Kent, launched a loop
saw capable of making straight and circular cuts. With
the push of a button and pull of a lever, the saw quickly
and easily transforms from circle to straight cutting. This
feature allows the loop saw to make the straight cuts that
connect the loops to each other, as well as the homerun
cuts to the curb. The two-way version has a 45kW
Kubota turbo-charged water-cooled diesel engine. The
W-60LS-STR maintains a uniform depth of 76mm or
127mm over the entire 152mm diameter circular cut. It
has a heavy-duty frame and a blade capacity of 355mm
to 457mm. Other features include hydraulic raise and
lower, a 355mm blade guard and a hydraulic actuated
pivoting plant.

www.wolverineequipment.com

Not just tools
Not just a chemical
Not just a meter

IT’S A SYSTEM!

Less Costs
Less Time
Revolutionizing
the industry
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Hyundai adds HX380 L excavator

Hyundai’s latest addition to the HX excavator range, the
HX360 L, has an operating weight of 38.9 t and is one
of 13 in the HX crawler excavator range.
At the heart of the HX380 L is the low emission,
Cummins QSL9 Stage IV engine, which offers a rated
net power output of 257kW. This engine features the
Xtra-high pressure injection fuel system, which delivers
a constant stream of pressurized fuel across all engine
speeds, providing cleaner combustion and improved
engine response. This engine is designed to provide the
lowest cost of operation in its class, offering customers

the most economical and quiet operating machine, with
exceptional power and performance.
Hyundai HX series excavators have been designed
to be extremely fuel efficient. New innovations like
the ECO gauge enable economic operation of the
machines, which help to conserve fuel. The gauge level
and colour displays engine torque and fuel efficiency
level on the touchscreen monitor. The HX360 L is also
equipped with an electronic fan clutch that reduces
noise during operation and a new larger cab increased
in size by 13%.

Vipermetal unveils 3D screening buckets
The Finnish crushing and screening bucket manufacturer Vipermetal has introduced its 3D screening
buckets for use on excavators and loaders.
Viper 3D screening buckets have been developed
to allow reuse and separation of different materials
and fragmentations, providing in-situ usage of waste
materials. Trench filling and padding, topsoil mixing,
stabilization and biomaterial screening and aerating are
among the typical screening applications.
The Viper screening bucket attachment is light and
provides easy changeover of attachments between base
machinery. It has been developed to increase hourly
output and improve the quality of screened materials.
The rotors in the bottom of the bucket move the material forwards and backwards, depending on direction
of the rotors.
The centre twin spiral rotors move material sideways, and U-shaped rotating axles move material up and

down, for improved screening and higher capacity. Viper
screening buckets are available for excavators weighing
2t to 50t and wheeled loaders of 1t to 35t.
The company has advised its next generation 4D
screening bucket is currently in the development phase
and being tested.

New issue of Delete Sweden’s e-magazine
Delete Sweden has released issue 4 of its online magazine.
The magazine includes a chronicle by chief executive
Mårten Fuchs about how diversity makes the company
and the society stronger. In the issue there is an article

about the starting point for nuclear decommissioning
in Sweden, and the new ‘speed-dating’ approach of
recruiting new employees. The magazine, in Swedish
and Finnish, is available at delete.se/magazine.

Chicago Pneumatic’s

new CPLT H6LED light tower
Chicago Pneumatic has launched its seventh light
tower. Equipped with wheels and featuring highefficiency LED lamps with special optics to maximise light coverage and brightness, the new CPLT
H6LED offers greater luminosity and improved
transportability. The new models meet the demands
of numerous applications, including construction
sites, events, rental, oil and gas.
The new light tower follows the launch of the
CPLB2LED light tower at the last Bauma. The
CPLT H6LED is the fourth LED light tower in
the portfolio. The three other LED models are the
electrically powered CPLB2LED, the diesel driven
CPLT V15LED, which features a Red Rock canopy,
and the diesel driven box frame CPLB6 light tower.
The CPLT H6LED is equipped with four
350W LED lamps, which are equivalent to four
1kW metal halide lamps. The effect is to maximise
coverage up to 5,000m2, while reducing fuel consumption by up to 70%. Longer refuelling intervals
are enabled by a 130litre fuel tank that supports run
times of up to 185h.
The light tower is enhanced by IP67 protection
of its LED lamps, which offer up to 30,000h before
replacements are required.
The CPLT H6LED features a galvanized hydraulic 7m mast and four stabilisers. Easy transportation and service have also been factored into the
design of the new light tower, which has a compact
frame and easy access points for maintenance.
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Your Attachment Supplier

What makes Rotar unique
At Rotar we believe that people and machines can operate more efficiently. From this philosophy, we develop
state-of-the-art demolition- and recycling attachments for hydraulic excavators and wheelloaders. Rotar is a
manufacturer, which means that we are responsible for the development and production of our products
ourselves. That is the only way to guarantee the well-known efficiency, quality and productivity of Rotar
attachments.
Our employees treat your Rotar attachments as if it were their own. Our craftsmen always aim to develop the
best products. That is why we are in constant communication with our customers and dealers, and we often
develop products based on their experiences, suggestions and ideas. Once your attachment leaves the Rotar
Factory, it bears our name. A name that represents a product with unique performance, produced by a
unique team. Uniquely for you.

Discover our products
at www.rotar.com

GET THE RED CRUSH!

REACH FOR THE SKY

Volvo CE’s latest demolition machine sticking its neck out
Machine operator Aalt Witman with the Netherlands
demolition contractor Boverhoff laughs as he describes
the butterflies he felt in his stomach, as he was about
to start the new Volvo EC480EHR ultra-high-reach
demolition excavator for the first time.
The Dutchman might have 23 year’s experience
as an operator, but the boom he is more familiar with
is just 11m long, not 28m on this new machine. “It
was a real challenge,” said Witman. “The first time you
look up into the clouds, it’s just…wow…you get a real
fluttering in your stomach, but it gives you such a kick.”
This is the first of Volvo’s new E-series ultra-highreach demolition machines to be working in the Netherlands. Yet after just a couple of days in the cab, Witman

is confidently tearing down the maternity wing of
Weezenlanden Hospital in the northern town of Zwolle.
“This is precision demolition,” said Boverhoff
commercial manager Erik Zwerver. “Everyone thinks
demolition is dirty and rough but it’s like building
backwards, you have to be very precise.”
Zwerver said that the Volvo machine’s specification
gave it the economic advantage over competitors. The
hospital’s town centre location means the work has to
be done with minimum inconvenience from dust, noise
and vibration. The reach height of the machine enables
the buildings to be brought down in small pieces and
the delivery of an extension boom will increase the
working height to 31m.

The hospital demolition is one of the biggest demolition projects in the Netherlands and is changing the
skyline of Zwolle. Nearly 300 new homes will be built
in place of the 1960s hospital. Witman likes the highvisibility cab, the extra cameras and the 30°tilt, which
makes looking upwards more comfortable. An 200mm
monitor enables communication between machine
and operator and the total moment indicator flashes
a warning if the machine is in danger of destabilizing.
The EC480EHR was purpose-built for demolition
by Volvo CE and Boverhoff needed the machine to be
easy to move from site to site. The hydraulic system with
retractable undercarriage and hydraulically removable
counterweight makes road transport simpler.

RiverRidge Recycling

GOES ELECTRIC
RiverRidge Recycling has taken delivery of Ireland’s first
electrically powered Fuchs MHL820 long-reach materials handler from distributors Blue Ireland for work at
their modern materials recovery facility in Coleraine.
The 20t Fuchs MHL820 has a reach of up to 10.4m
and is equipped with an Arden S1102B grab. The four
point hydraulically operated outriggers provide stability
for stationary operation. The MHL820 is quick and
agile and the electric cable feeding power to the machine
has a generous range. The hydraulically elevating cab
provides a raised line of sight for the operator.
RiverRidge estimates that the comparative operational saving on the new Fuchs machine, over a
conventionally powered materials handler, is around
£20,000/year.
RiverRidge’s materials recovery facility at Coleraine
is capable of segregating high value products found in
the waste streams to a high quality for recycling or reuse.
The facility is also capable of recovering and refining
refuse derived fuel, which is exported to Europe for use
in waste-to-energy plants.

The company’s new Fuchs machine is fully occupied
handling waste delivered by RiverRidge’s large and varied
fleet of skips and specialist waste collection vehicles. It is
stockpiling the waste and feeding it into a Doppstadt DW
3060 for pre-shredding before it is fed into the materials re-

covery plant housed in a tailor-made building. Being used
under cover, the zero emissions of the electrically powered
machine, coupled with its extremely quiet operation and
minimal heat output, are highly beneficial features, which
contribute considerably to the working environment.
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CHICAGO PNEUMATIC

launches Red Rock compressors
Construction equipment manufacturer Chicago
Pneumatic has launched its 10 model Red Rock range
of portable air compressors available in pressures of
7bar to 12bar and flow rates of 2m3/min to 5m3/min.
All models have durable polyethylene canopies. They
are light and quick to service, making them ideal for
extended periods of use.
“With the Red Rock range, our portable compressors have taken a massive leap forward in durability,”
said CP portable compressor representative Manu
Claes. “To show just how tough the canopies are, we
threw everything at them, from bricks to logs, and are

happy to say they passed the test with flying colours. As
a result, operators can rest assured the compressors are
highly protected, ensuring performance over time and
increased longevity.”
The use of polyethylene canopies makes the Red
Rock compressors light, with all models weighing less
than 750kg and can be easily towed by a normal passenger car or transported on a truck. Two models in
the range come with a built in generator as standard.
Red Rock compressors are very easy to maintain and
service. No special tools are needed and the compressors
only require a simple service every 500h or once a year.

MB makes a short film
The Italian company MB Crusher has made a short
film ‘100 % Made in Italy’ profiling its manufacturing
operations at its new headquarters at Fara Vicentino.
Since its formation 15 years ago MB Crusher has become
well known for its crushing and screening buckets and
drum cutters and grapples.
The film shows the shaping of raw materials with
plasma cutting, sandblasting, cleaning and painting and

assembly of products followed by final and extensive
quality control checks, prior to despatch to customers.

New drum cutters from MB Crusher
MB Crusher has expanded its range with the addition of
hydraulic drum cutters MB-R, available in three models
for excavators from 6t to 35t.
Particularly suitable for rock and levelling concrete
surfaces, in quarry excavation, tunnelling, demolition
and road works, the MB drum cutters have won the
trust of the more demanding operators with their high
performance. Accuracy and reduced size makes them
ideal for applications in urban areas and confined
construction sites.
The cutters are compact and designed with a low
centre of gravity to improve balance and reduce the
strain and vibrations on the excavator arm. The twin
direct drive motor allows force distribution in the two
drum heads. The MB hydraulic system limits the demand for fluid and provides significant cooling.
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ALLU ADDS
G SERIES

processing bucket
Continuing the development from the large Allu
M series material processing buckets released
in 2014, Allu has now added the larger Allu G
series for very big carriers in material processing
and mining.
The first model is the G 4-32F for mounting
on 300t front shovel mining excavators. Instead
of just using the excavator for loading of ore containing large quantities of waste rock onto dump
trucks, the carrier now screens the ore, while
loading at the same time, using the G 4-32F. In
many mining operations, the utilization of this
method makes it possible to leave the majority
of waste rock found in the ore at its original location, without ever needing to transport the waste.
When the waste material can be left in its
original location, large savings in fuel, transportation, equipment wear and tear and maintenance
costs will be made.
With this technique, the combination of the
excavator and the bucket is turned into a mobile
heavy processing machine. As with the M series,
the G series is also equipped with the Allu Dare
data reporting system, which enables remote
monitoring of the equipment condition and material processing performance by a mobile uplink.

secure
success

Rockster Recycler AUSTRIA
Tel.: +43 7223 81000
office@rockster.at

www.rockster.at

World premieres at

DEMCON
2016
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The Nordic demolition show
DEMCON, held in September at
InfraCity, Stockholm, Sweden,
boasted three world premiers
and other industry news. PDi
reports.
This year DEMCON was held later in September was
to avoid clashing with other shows earlier in the month.
“We had some concerns about having the fair at the end
of the month given the weather but it went pretty well,”
said DEMCON project manager Jan Hermansson.
There were 36 exhibitors and a similar number to
previous shows. Most of the names are well-known sup-

pliers of demolition, concrete cutting, recycling, floor
preparation, dust handling equipment and more. Some
suppliers from other countries in Europe also exhibited
like Rotar from The Netherlands, Au Tour du Beton
from France and Dr. Schulze from Germany. Many of
the exhibitors at DEMCON also stressed that it was a
really good fair and that they sold very well in the stands.
The number of visitors at 2343 this year was down
a little on the last show in 2014.
“Even though attendance was slightly down I am
really pleased considering that it’s full speed in the Swedish construction industry right now. Many entrepreneurs
simply do not have time to go to shows these days and
this can be clearly seen at a number of other Swedish
trade shows throughout the year,” said Hermansson.

World Premieres and much other news
There were a number of new products displayed including three world premieres. SMC unveiled a new small
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Parts of the Swedish Demolition Awards jury, from the left Arne Holgersson,
Lars Sandström, Gunnar Landborg, Jan Lemos and Jan Hermansson.

breaker without breaker casing. The hammer is ideal for
light demolition indoors.
Another exhibitor with a world premier was HTC.
The company launched its new series Duratiq, which
was featured in PDi issue 4. HTC received a considerable interest in the new series during the show and it
was also demonstrated in the outdoor area.
The third company with a world premier was
Brokk with its Brokk 110. Brokk also sponsored the
DEMCON gala dinner.
In addition to the world premiers Bobcat Sweden,
showed some of their compact skid steers and diggers.
Bobcat also had an outdoor space where they demonstrated the remotely controlled and electrically powered
compact loader Bobcat E10 Electric. Bobcat was also
a gold sponsor of DEMCON 2016 together with the
concrete cutting equipment manufacturer Pentruder.
Next to HTC’s booth was PG Export, distributor of
Arden Equipment. PG Export displayed the integrated
crusher water spray system to suppress dust during
material crushing.
Husqvarna Construction Products had one of the
bigger booths and displayed a variety of their products.
All new products showed at World of Concrete and
Bauma were on show, including the new remotely
controlled floor grinder, new power cutters, diamond
tools and the chain saw attachment for wall saws to avoid
overcuts. The attachment was demonstrated in their
outside booth together with their demolition robots,
wall saws and core drilling systems. Husqvarna was
exclusive platinum sponsor of the show, the Demolition
Awards and dinner.
Other brands present at DEMCON included
Rammer through their distributor Lifa, Scanmaskin,
Dustcontrol, Tyrolit, Pentruder, Pullman Ermator,
Andersen Contractor, selling Trevi Benne and Indeco
breakers in Sweden, Nordfarm, distributor for Avant
Tecno, OP System distributor of Demarec and Rubble
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Master, Amas Svenska distributor of Furukawa and
Simex, SEMAB selling NPK in Sweden, Jerneviken
Maskin and Jack Midhage, which was also a bronze
sponsor of the show.
On the outdoor area some exhibitors demonstrate
their machines. Thovo showed different types of
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compact loaders and dump trucks and other aids for
chiselling. Kvickaccess demonstrated different types
of access equipment. Hilti had a huge tent housing
and demonstrating its wide range of concrete cutting
equipment. Other exhibitors outdoors were Tyrolit,
Husqvarna, HTC, Scanmaskin, JR Trading and Bobcat.

HPW-DUST HIGH PRESSURE DUST SUPPRESSION

POWERED BY HYDRAULICS

HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT FOR MOBILE MACHINERY
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VARIABLE GENERATORS
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MAGNET GENERATORS
MAGNETS
INSTALLATION VALVES

POWER WASHERS
STREET WASHING UNITS
PIPE CLEANING UNITS
DUST SUPPRESSION
DRILLING FLUID PUMPS
FIRE FIGHTING SYSTEM

AIR COMPRESSORS
BIN WASHING SYSTEM
POWER BOOSTERS
POWER TAKE-OFF
VIBRAS
ETC.
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Swedish Demolition Awards
Around 260 guests attended the DEMCON gala dinner, which included entertainment from the band High Frequency, presentation of the winners of the Cutting
Pro Competition, and announcement of the Swedish Demolition Awards 2016.
The prize is awarded in cooperation with trade unions, Swedish concrete sawing

and drilling contractors and demolition contractors, which are part of the Swedish
Construction Federation.
A number of contractors and manufacturers had been nominated for a total of
11 categories. The jury decided on the following awards:

Demolition contractor of the year

The Industrial Cleanup project of the year

Concrete Cutting contractor of the year

Manufacturer of the year

Demolition project of the year

Product innovation award of the year

TRELLEGRÄV AB

FALKENBERG DRILLING AB
VOID AB

DEMOLITION CONSTRUCTION GROUP
BROKK AB

HTC SWEDEN AB

Decontamination contractor of the year

INDUSTRIAL & DAMAGE RESTORATION AB
ISKAD
Concrete Cutting Project if the year

Honorary Award

ARNE HOLGERSSON

VOID AB

CURT SUNDQVIST

HILTI AB

MIKAEL SÖDERGREN

Recycling- and Environment Prize

ULF DOLFEI

The Safety and Working Environment prize

DESTROY REBUILDING COMPANY AB

CLAES-GÖRAN BERGSTRAND
ALFRED LANDL

Alfred Landl

Curt and Ingvor Sundqvist

Two more honorary awards
There were two more winners that are not in the group
picture. One of the honorary award winners was
Curt Sundqvist, co-founder with Owe Persson of the
diamond tool manufacturing company Dimas. The
company has been of Husqvarna Construction Products
for many years. The picture shows Curt together with his
wife Ingvor, who also worked in the company for many
years, with the prize. This year the Swedish Demolition
Prize honorary award was given to Alfred Landl, head
of Tyrolit’s Diamond Tool and Concrete Cutting division. Alfred Landl is well-known working with Tyrolit
and within the global concrete cutting and diamond
tool industry for more then 35 years. Landl is the first
foreigner to receive the prestigious Swedish prize.

Nordic finals in
Cutting Pro Competition
During the show Tyrolit held the Nordic finals of the international
Tyrolit Cutting Pro Competition. Contractors from Sweden,
Norway, Denmark and Finland battled with each other. It was the
fifth time that Tyrolit organized a concrete cutting competition
at DEMCON. The Nordic finals were conducted in a tent at the
fair’s outdoor area. The event was supervised by Tyrolit manager
Marcus Kern from Austria, with the help of staff from Tyrolit in
Sweden. The finale was very popular and attracted many spectators.
The winner of this year’s final was Ulrik Nielsen from Denmark.
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Keestrack’s new
drum screens
Keestrack’s new D series of drum screens extends the
company’s product range and opens new business
segments in landscaping, biomass processing and
the handling of waste or recycling materials. Four
wheeled versions and the tracked models D5 and D6
provide operational versatility on changing sites or on
large-scale depots with varying materials. To extend its
offering in screening technology Keestrack has cooperated in development and production with a European
specialist in wheeled drum screen solutions. As an
immediate result four trailer versions, with transport
weights from 11t to 24t, were introduced. The easily
relocatable plants cover all typical applications from
compost to soils, wood or biomass, light construction
waste or sand and gravel.

STÅHL-FREDH PURCHASES
Sandvik QE241 scalper
The Swedish steel company Ståhl-Fredh has purchased a
Sandvik QE241 scalping screen following a visit to this
year’s Maskinexpo exhibition held in Sweden.
The company already operates an extensive plant
fleet, but this is the first screener they have purchased
and the first QE241 Scalping screen in Sweden. “We
have dreamed of owning a screening plant for many
years,” said joint owner Gösta Ståhl-Fredh.

BROKKING in Dubai
Diamond Edge Cutting is a major demolition and
concrete cutting contractor in the Middle East and
has recently carried out a number of large projects
in the area.

Dubai mall project
Dubai mall is the largest mall in the world by total
area. It has 1,200 shops and was the most visited
building on the planet in 2011, attracting over 34M
visitors. Inside is the famous Dubai Aquarium and
an underwater zoo. The mall is also famous for its
Olympic sized skating rink. Just outside the mall is the
Dubai Fountain and also the world’s tallest structure
the Burj Khalifa.
Diamond Edge Cutting was going to carry out an
interior demolition of a three level store and re-build
a new brand store in one of the mall’s most desirable
locations. The demolition work started in February
2016 and finished in May. It was a complicated demolition job, as it had to be done at night.
DEC saw the Brokk 160 would be a perfect fit for
this job due to its low weight, flexibility and power.
The site was close to the Dubai Fountain and was a
challenge to transport away the concrete rubble. DEC
decided to carry out the material in buckets through
the mall and then load it into trucks. The demolition
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work was complicated due to the large number of steel
reinforced concrete beams, but the Brokk combined
with sawing, solved the problem.
Access into the building was not a problem for
the compact B160, and armed with an Atlas Copco
SB202 breaker, with its 400 joules of hitting power,
progress was quick and steady. “Doing this by hand
would have taken 40 days, but with the Brokk we were
able to finish demolishing the beams in just 10 days.
We were more than pleased with the performance of
the Brokk 160 robot,” said DEC managing director
Anthony Keever.

Renovation of Deira City Centre
Deira City Centre is located in the older part of
Dubai and opened in 1995, has 370 shops and a host
of family activities, such as Magic Planet with video
simulators and theme rides for children, a bowling
facility and a cinema with 2,795 seats.
This project was in an area where a retail section
was being converted into a new twin level cinema.
The demolition work included a roof, part of a second
and third floor and the entire first floor. It was complicated as the entire roof had to be removed so that a
new, higher roof could be installed. Some parts of the
cinema remained open and because of restrictions, the

The scalper is used to separate the processed material
into three different stockpiles. The QE241 comes fitted with
a screenbox jack up facility and modular deck frames, which
enables easy access for maintenance and quick changeover
of screen media. Another feature that has impressed StåhlFredh is that one conveyor can be moved from one side to the
other so that both conveyors are positioned on the same side.
This has proved to be of real benefit in tight, confined spaces.

demolition work lasted nine months. The new modern
cinema was scheduled to open in the autumn of 2016.
DEC started with strip-out work before bringing in the Brokk machines and sawing equipment.
“At Deira we decided to work with the Brokk 260,
Brokk 160 and also the Brokk 90 all fitted with Atlas
Copco breakers. That way we could match the job to
the machine,” said Keever. Since DEC was going to
start with the roof, they decided to lift in the Brokk
machines by a crane. All materials in and debris tout,
needed to be handled at night.
The shape of the roof required DEC to work from
the corners, breaking precisely from beam to beam.
During the days they focused primarily on saw cutting
and devoted the night shifts to breaking the concrete
beams. For the removal of the broken slab DEC used
a crash deck under the beams.
DEC specialises in concrete cutting, coring and
controlled demolition. They have over 30 years of experience in the industry, working throughout Europe.
In 2008 they began operations in the Middle East in
the United Arab Emirates.
The company with its skilled and experienced
work force strives to ensure that all of their projects are
completed on time and to the highest safety standards.
They currently have approximately 85 people working in the company. DEC has incorporated Brokk
machines into its demolition methods for several
years, and now owns a Brokk 400, Brokk 260, Brokk
160 and a Brokk 90 for use across the Middle East.
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New CSDA training structure
to test operator skills
The Concrete Sawing and Drilling Association has opened a new concrete training
structure, for the latest series of advanced
certification courses. Located on St. Petersburg College’s Clearwater campus in
Florida, the new 15m long, 11m wide CSDA
concrete training structure features a series
of horizontal and vertical surfaces, 610mm
diameter cylindrical columns and a concrete
masonry unit block wall. The structure
contains a high volume of steel rebar and
hidden objects to test the skills of sawing
and drilling operators and trained ground
penetrating radar technicians.
“In 2001, CSDA entered into a training
partnership with SPC’s corporate training
programme and the first training structure
was erected on the school’s campus. The
following year, we held our first set of CSDA
operator certification courses in Clearwater.
The whole setup was a great success for the
association,” said, CSDA executive director

Patrick O’Brien. “However, after almost
15 years of performing advanced training
exercises on the structure, there wasn’t
much of it left. Therefore, it was time for a
new and improved structure.”
As the original concrete structure
contained large amounts of rebar, the
demolition phase required advanced planning. The November 2015 class of CSDA
certified operators had the opportunity to
saw and core drill a good portion of the
structure before all remaining concrete
was broken down by the association’s
inaugural robotic demolition course in
January 2016. Now, with all the work completed, the new structure is ready for use.
Since its inception in 1993, CSDA training programmes have grown to over 30
hands-on, classroom and online courses.
To date, over 5,000 industry professionals
have graduated from one or more of the
association’s courses.
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Lego inspired convention
Keynote Built for Success
The Concrete Sawing and Drilling Association
will hold its 45th Annual Convention and Tech
Fair on 14th to 18th March 2017, at the Gran
Meliá Golf Resort in Rio Grande, Puerto Rico.
The keynote speaker Nathan Schwagler will
use a unique method to show participants
how they can improve their problem solving
and decision making skills during his innovative and entertaining business sessions.
During the enhancing business performance, communications and problem-solving
skills with Lego Serious Play session, Schwagler will introduce his audience to a facilitated
meeting, communication and problem solving
process. Each participant builds their own 3D
model in response to the facilitator’s questions
using specially selected elements, which serve
as a basis for group discussion, knowledge
sharing and decision making.
“Schwagler’s problem solving workshops will leave a lasting impression on
delegates,” said CSDA executive director

Patrick O’Brien. “This outside-the-box,
interactive approach will no doubt give
people something to build on when they
return to their businesses.”
The keynote presentation will be followed
up by two workshops that will go further
in-depth with the concept Lego Serious
Play and Creative Thinking in Sales utilizing
the visual, auditory and kinaesthetic skills
of participants to apply the method in their
business environment.
Schwagler is a founding co-director of
The Dalí Museum Innovation Labs in St.
Petersburg, Florida, where he serves as
lead programme designer and executive
facilitator. As a consultant, he has supported
more than 150 organizations to facilitate the
mapping, development and deployment of
their innovation capabilities to drive business
outcomes. His clients include Converse Shoe,
Miller/Coors Brewing, Regions Bank and The
Tampa Bay Rays.

IACDS presents its first
Annual Convention
After the celebration of the Annual Meeting
each year, the International Association of
Concrete Drillers and Sawers, will change the
role of the event and for the first time prepare
an Annual Convention to be held in Vienna,
Austria, on 18th to 20th May 2017.
The Annual Convention 2017 will combine professional knowledge sharing through
a number of conference sessions, as well as
a showcase of the best products and services
presented by the relevant companies of the
trade. It will address experts and designers
related to this specialized trade as well as
managers, contractors, suppliers, engineering
professionals from different profiles of the

organizing association and professionals from
other entities related to the trade.
IACDS has designed different options
addressed to the suppliers and manufactures
in the industry in order to get more visibility
in the Annual Convention 2017.
Throughout the convention suppliers will
be able to show their products and services, as
well as promoting their brand and strengthen
the added value of their companies. Every
coffee break, lunch or meeting activity during
the convention will take place in the exhibition area, where exhibitors will be able to
show their products and make contact with
participants.
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COMPLETELY NEW DEMOLISHERS
The new Rammer demolition tools have been designed to meet the specific and ever-changing
needs of the demanding demolition industry and to perform a broad array of duties, regardless
of if it is either a primary or secondary demolition application. These new additions share many
of the design features and the manufacturing quality characteristics that have made Rammer’s
hydraulic hammer range the preferred choice of quarry operators and demolition contractors
across the globe. Contact your local Rammer dealer for more information.
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